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DECLARATION OF FAITH 

I BELIEVE in the Universal "I AM" Presence which is the 
Source of all Life and the very essence of Divine Love - God in 
action - everywhere present. 

I BELIEVE in the individualized "I AM" Presence of God, 
acting through the Holy Christ Self focused within every human 
heart, through which the WILL OF GOD can manifest in the 
world of form. 

I BELIEVE in the Immortal Three-fold Flame of Life - the 
perfect balance of Love, Wisdom and Power of the Holy Spirit, 
which is the animating principle of all self-conscious intelli
gence and anchored within every human heart. 

I BELIEVE in the Universal Fatherhood and Motherhood of 
God, the Universal Brotherhood of Man and in the fellowship 
and conscious communion with the Great Host of Ascended 
Masters who comprise the Great White Brotherhood. 

I BELIEVE in the Eternal Forgiveness and Forgetfulness, 
through Divine Love and Mercy, of all human transgressions 
against the Law of Life, the purification of the soul through the 
conscious use of the Violet Transmuting Flame and all other 
purifying activities of the Sacred Fire. 

I BELIEVE in the Ascension in the Light, in full Christ Perfec
tion through self-conscious Mastery by Divine Love, of all 
substance and energy used in thought, feeling, spoken word and 
deed. This is the fulfillment of the Divine Plan; and the reason for 
my being. 

I BELIEVE in Life Everlasting through this Ascension, in TIIE 
LIGHT OF GOD THAT NEVER FAILS! 
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INTRODUCTION 

BELOVED SAINT GERMAIN: 
HAIL! THOU CHILDREN OF THE SEVENTH RAY. Into 

thy keeping have I now placed the Age of Ceremony, embodied on 
this planet. As a High Priest in the Order of Zadkiel, I do now 
invest you with the Opportunity of the Ages to reveal the God 
Powers of Transformation available to the race through INVO
CATION. Now is the moment to reveal to all mankind that which 
has been hidden in secret rites through ages past; the countless 
qualities and perfected energy that but awaits an open door into 
the world of form through men and women trained for this in the 
Etheric Temples of Zadkiel. You are these committed men and 
women who asked of God to manifest this inner training in the 
world of manifestation. Welcome home, dear spirits, into the Service 
of Ceremonious Life, revealing the true purpose of embodiment at 
this time. 

Ceremony must, by nature, be diverse to account for the 
different methods of invocation. Here, may I stress the importance 
of several points: - - - That worded invocation be given dynamically 
(not necessarily loudly) with a powerful intent and expectation that 
all which you are calling forth shall invincibly manifest . . . . . 
SPOKEN AS A TRUE GOD BEING IN ACTION; that this feeling 
of God Power be accepted as just that, God Power and not human 
will power; that a deeply felt motive of LOVING LIFE FREE ring 
clearly through all invocations, decrees, songs, visualizations, etc., 
and that this love nature be consciously generated by the feeling 
world. And, of course, that the Illumination Flame be active, so that 
the more you study, understand and apply Spiritual Law, the greater 
your understanding heart and the more efficacious your ceremony. 
There we have the Three-fold Activity of Creation in full action. 
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We enter now the KEYNOTE OF SYNfHESIS; that through 
the combination and integration of various God Powers invoked 
through different methods in one magnificent ceremony, imprisoned 
life on Earth shall be set free! 

Can there be a more wonderful service than loving Life free 
through heightened Spiritual Ceremony? It allows the promise that 
one's entire life can become a ceremonious service of Love. That is 
the prayer that We of the Ascended Realms have for each of you, 
Our brothers and sisters in embodiment. 

Arise! Children of the New Age and call forth the formless 
Realms of Perfection into manifestation. I remain your Friend 
Who is responsible to the Spiritual Hierarchy for this Transformation 
of our sweet Earth over the next major cycle. I shall ever be at your 
side, teaching and prodding you with the enthusiasm of My Being 
to fulfill this Edict as a Priest or Priestess in the Age of Ceremony. 
SOBE IT! 

SAINT GERMAIN 

BELOVED HOLY AEOLUS: 
"To change the consciousness of mankind, we must utilize 

the Sacred Frre. This Sacred Frre can be drawn, by any one individual, 
through the entire number belonging to this evolutionary system 
without the intellect of any lifestream being aware of the service 
rendered. As the Sacred Fire of Purification passes through the 
consciousness of the people, it removes the inner causes of disease 
and rnalajustrnents, and the effects automatically disappear, as 
when a mirrored room is completely cleared of all debris, you will 
not find in that room any reflection of a grotesque or unplesant 
nature. 
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To treat the consciousness of the people of Earth, invoking 
the Cosmic Christ Consciousness to sweep through each one, is to 
assist Saint Germain's Golden Age in a manner beyond description, 
for when hundred of thousands of people begin tO use their 
consciousness in a constructive manner, the building of the incoming 
Golden Age will go on in a manner that will surpise even the most 
progressive of natures. 

We cannot urge you too much to allow the Light of the 
Spiritual Sun, and the Ascended Jesus Christ, and the Powers of 
Light to play through the consciousness. Ask Them to qualify your 
thought and feeling of ease and peace and harmony. You cannot 
get your Spiritual Freedom by effort of human will. It is a Gift of 
Grace alone! But if you will invoke and then allow the Spiritual 
Essence, that flows from the Heart of the Ascended Host, to bathe 
your inner soul in the Llght of Their Celestial Presence, the conditions 
in your body and your world will begin to ease up. The outpouring 
of Light from the Presence of God is the only Peace that any 
lifestream will ever enjoy, and if you solicit that outpouring sincerely, 
you shall have it!" 

HOLY AEOLUS 

FOOTNOTE: 
The gentle student is asked to refer to "The Student's 

Handbook", "The Seventh Ray" (especially pages 32 - 61) and 
"The Violet Fire, Order of Decrees and Services", for more counsel 
on ceremony and ordered Service. 

All are available from Headquarters. 
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THE POWER OF INVOCATION 

Today, there are in embodiment many good and sincere 
lifestreams who gathered that momentum of the power of in
vocation throughout many centuries of study, both in the 
physical body and at inner levels, but whose ultimate goal for 
which they direct their attention is below the Ascended 
Masters' level, and their motive for invocation plus their ca
pacity to connect with the powers beyond the human veil, 
determine the type of manifestation that they will draw forth. 

Some of these good people have invoked the spirits of 
the departed, sincerely, honestly and faithfully, and have had 
a measure of success in connecting with those individuals. 
Many more unconsciously used the power of invocation to 
connect with mass entities of a discordant nature, such as 
war, pestilence, fear and any number of negative activities 
that form the effluvia around the planet Earth. These individu- · 
als invoke these very activities upon the screen of life through 
their attention upon them, through thinking of them, and they 
manifest them as distresses to themselves and to other people. 
They are unconscious of the power of invoking anything or 
anyone, or any activity UPON WHICH THEIR 
ATTENTION DWELLS! 

For instance, beloved ones, take the mass entity of 
fear, - it has intelligence- because it is God's Life that has 
been misqualified, it has a name - fear! When you speak 
that name, you draw the attention of that entity just as when 
you speak the Name of Jesus, the CHRIST! Now this is 
more important than you will perhaps understand until you 
think it through. War has a name; pestilence has a name; 
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and those names invoke the manifestation of the conditions 
that are distressing. So if you can enable yourselves as priests 
and priestesses of the order of Zadkiel to remember that the 
NAME OF ANYTHING OR ANYONE is a part of the 
presence of that one, and will surely draw attention of that 
one as though I were to speak any one of your names right 
now. Those of you hearing your names would turn and 
respond by the flowing of your energy toward Me as I speak. 

Therefore, let us endeavor in the invocation of the 
Power of the Ascended Master Saint Germain and His Order, 
to keep our invocations, our decrees, our visualizations, our 
songs and our activities connected with a POSITIVE virtue, 
quality or Divine Being, and thus avoid unnecessarily 
tangling with the momentum of some discordant vibration 
which allows their life to pour out from them and thus 
increase the mass entity that lives on the fear and the various 
emotions engendered by unconscious and not always fully 
cognizant lifestreams. 

ARCHANGEL ZADKIEL 
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INVOCATIONS AND BENEDICTIONS 

THE FULL SEVEN CANDLE ACOLYTE SERVICE 

IN THE NAME AND BY THE POWER OF THE 
PRESENCE OF GOD "I AM'', THROUGH US AND ALL 
OUR BROTHERS AND SISTERS IN THE FAMILY OF 
MAN, WE INVITE AND INVOKE THE MIGHTY AN
GELIC HOST .... ARCHANGELS, ARCHAII, SERAPHIM, 
CHERIBIM, ANGELIC LEGIONS AND SHINING SPIRITS 
.... AGENTS OF THE ATTRIBUTES OF GOD. DESCEND 
THROUGH THE ETHERS NOW .... AND AS WE ARE 
RAISED UP IN CONSCIOUSNESS TO GREET THEE .. 
COME ... COME AND LET US JOIN IN UNITED SERVICE 
TO THE NEW AGE OF SPIRITUAL FREEDOM .... COME 
AND ATTEND OUR EVERY EFFORT AT OUTPICTUR
ING THE PLAN OF THIS ACTIVITY OF LIGHT ... 

........ COME NOW AS WE INVOKE ....... . 

THE FIRST RAY OF GOD'S WILL, PROTECTION 
AND FAITH, AND THE ROY AL BLUE LEGIONS OF 
ARCHANGEL MICHAEL AND LADY FAITH ... 

(Musical interlude) 
THE SECOND RAY OF ILLUMINATION, WISDOM 

AND UNDERSTANDING, AND THE GOLDEN ANGELS 
OF ARCHANGEL JOPHIEL AND LADY CONSTANCE ... 

(Musical interlude) 
THE THIRD RAY OF DIVINE LOVE, AND THE 

PINK LEGIONS OF ARCHANGEL CHAMUEL AND 
ARCHAII CHARITY ... 

(Musical interlude) 
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THE FOURTH RA YOF PURrIY, RESURRECCTON, AND ASCEN
SION AND TI-IE CRYSTALLINE LEGIONS OF ARCHANGEL 
GABRIEL AND I.ADY HOPE ---

(Musical interlude) 

THE FIFTH RA YOF COSMIC TRUTH, HEALING AND CONSE
CRATION AND THE EMERALD GREEN LEGIONS OF ARCH
ANGEL RAPHAEL AND BELOVED MOTHER MARY ---

(Musical interlude) 

THE SIXTH RAY OF PEACE, MINISTRATION AND GRACE 
AND TI-IE RUBY AND GOLD ANGELS OF ARCHANGEL URIEL 
AND I.ADY DONNA GRACE ---

(Musical interlude) 

THE SEVENTH RA YOF CEREMONIAL INVOCATION, TRANS
MUTATION AND FREEDOM, AND THE VIOLET LEGIONS OF 
ARCHANGEL ZADKIEL AND I.ADY HOLY AMETHYST ---

(Musical interlude) 

OH -- SHINING ONES, WE WELCOME YOU HERE WITH TI-IE 
FULLNESS OF OUR COMBINED CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS, 
AS WE ALSO WELCOME THE ELEMENTALS OF ALL GRADED 
ORDERS, AND OUR COSMIC AND ASCENDED BROTHERS 
AND SISTERS IN THIS OUR CELEBRATION OF THE FAMILY 
OF GOD BEINGS UNITED IN SERVICE ON THE PLANET 
EARTH! ..... HERE AND NOW! 

SO BE IT!!! 
AMEN ..... AND AMEN 
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lliE lliREE CANDLE ACOL YfE SERVICE 

ALL HAIL TO THEE, THOU MIGHTY ALL-PERVADING LIGHT 
OF THE UNIVERSE, THE SUPREME SOURCE OF ALL LIFE 
"I AM"! WE KNEEL WITHIN OUR HEARTS IN RECOGNITION 
OF THE LIGHT OF THE COSMOS AS WE DRAW FORTH THESE 
FLAMES REPRESENTING THE THREE-FOLD ACTMTY OF 
LIFE, AS EXEMPLIFIED BY THE HOLY TRINITY 

THE FATHER, 
THE SON, 

AND THE HOLY SPIRIT! 

(After candles are lighted, give the following:) 

BELOVED COSMIC "I AM" PRESENCE COME NOW AND 
ASSERT THY RIGHTFUL AUTHORITY IN THE FOUR LOWER 
VEHICLES OF ALL THY CHILDREN AND SHOW US HOW TO 
REVERENTLY AND HUMBLY EXPRESS THE PERFECTLY 
BAI.ANCED ACTIVITY OF LOVE, WISDOM AND POWER WHICH 
THOU ART. 

OH LIGHT SUPREME, WE ACKNOWLEDGE THEE IN ALL LIFE, 
AND WE GIVE GRATITUDE TO THE GLORIOUS COSMIC AND 
ASCENDED BEINGS AS WE INVOKE THEM AND THE GREAT 
ANGELIC HOST TO AMPLIFY THE ENERGY WHICH WE 
RELEASE IN THIS CLASS AND MAY THAT LIGHT EXPAND, 
EXPAND AND EXPAND AS IT TRAVELS THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSE, EVER WIDENING THE BORDERS OF THY KING
DOM, IN FULFILLMENT OF THY WILL "I AM"! 
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TIIE CLOSING ACOL YfE SERVICE, 
after the Benediction 

BLESSED Fl.AMES, EXPRESSIONS OF THE LIGHT ESSENCE 
OF THE SUPREME SOURCE -- "I AM" WE THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR OBEDIENT SERVICE TO THE CHILDREN OF EARTH. 
CLOTHED IN THE GRATITUDE OF OUR HEARTS, RETURN 
THOU NOW TO THE HEART CE~'TER OF CREATION, TO BE 
AGAIN CALLED FORTH AT THE INVOCATION OF MANKIND 
-- TO EXPAND THE BORDERS OF THE FATHER'S KINGDOM 
THROUGHOUT INFINITY! 

WE REALIZE THE ONENESS OF ALL LIFE AND IN HUMILITY 
WE BOW AS WE ALL SERVE AS PULSATIONS OF THE LIGHT 
IN THE BODY OF THE SUPREME SOURCE "I AM"! 

(after above is given ... .. Candles are then extinguished) 
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EXAMPLES OF INVOCATIONS 

INVOCATION 1: 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM" we send forth greetings 
and love this day to the Father-Mother God of all life on this 
planet. 

We thank the Beloved Ascended Masters for the privilege 
of entrance into their retreats. May that which we have learned 
be ever with us when needed. 

Our Love and gratitude to Lord Gautama for the privilege 
of being under His radiation pouring out from Shamballa. May 
the radiance of Love from His Great Being shine through us at 
all times for the blessing of all life everywhere. 

We invoke this day the combined energies, radiation and 
momemtum of the Seven Mighty Elohim, The Celestial 
Builders of Form without Whose efforts this Earth would not 
exist among the planets of the Universe. 

We invoke Mighty Hercules, Elohim of the First Ray -
COME NOW and direct Your Flame of God's Will and 
Protection through our beings and inspire us with our own 
free will choice to accept the Divine Pattern and Plan for our 
lifestreams ................................ (short pause) 

We invoke Beloved Casseiopea, Elohim of the Second 
Ray - Send Your Golden Flame of Illumination to open our 
eyes, that we may perceive our path and stay upon it ..... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (short pause) 

We invoke Beloved Orion, Elohim of the Third Ray, to 
direct Your Pink Flame of Love into our hearts to sustain us in 
our efforts of expanding the Light of the World ......... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (short pause) 

We invoke Beloved Claire, Elohim of the Fourth Ray, 
to enfold our every thought, word and deed in Your Crystal 
Flame of Purity. Help us to ascend into the Perfection of our 
own Holy Christ selves .................... ·(short pause) 
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We invoke Beloved Vista, Elohim of the Fifth Ray, to 
assist us in concentrating our energies to the Service of God 
Good. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (short pause) 

We invoke Beloved Tranquility, Elohim of the Sixth 
Ray, to seal our efforts in Your Ruby and Gold Flames of 
Peace, which allow us to be true masters of the Sacred Fire 
that we are calling forth ..................... (short pause) 

We invoke Beloved Arcturus, Elohim of the Seventh 
Ray, to attend our every effort so that all life can achieve true 
freedom through our use of the Violet Fire ..... (short pause) 

We send to You our deepest gratitude and love and ask 
that Your Blessings flow to and through us without limit 
until mankind accepts the reality of the Universal First Cause 
and move forward ... into the Light of God. 
SO BE IT ... BELOVED "I AM" 

INVOCATION 2: 

In the name of the Presence of God "I AM" in us and 
all our brothers and sisters in the Family of Man, we 
gratefully adore Your One Universal Presence ofLove 
pulsating through· all life. From Thy Eternal Heart do we now 
invite and invoke, focus and concentrate, project and sustain, 
and precipitate with Mighty Ascended Master Light Rays, the 
very substance of the Ascended Master Consciousness - The 
Sacred Fire - The Living Body of God, from: 

Beloved Alpha and Omega, Beloved Helios and Vesta 
and all the Sun Gods and Goddesses; 
Beloved Lady Circulata, Beloved Lady Immaculata, 
Beloved Lady Clove and all the Silent watchers 
over all activities; 
The Beloved Holy Triumvirate at Shamballa, the 
Home of the Spiritual Hierarchy; 
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The Royal Teton Retreat, Home of the Great White Brother
hood and the collective Ascended Master Consciousness 
available there; 

The Sponsors and Spirit of this year ... ( 

The Divine Hierarch(s) of the current Retreat Cycle ... 
( ) and the Qualities of ... ( ) 

The current Sun Temple of . . . ( ) and the 
Divine Qualities of ... ( ); 

Oh, Beloved Ones, we raise our consciousness to Thee now 
until the two become One ... and we are truly your Divine represent
atives here in the world of form, working in full partnership with 
Divinity for the good of the whole. This shall be AND IS for we so 
decree it from the Heart of the "I AM'' Consciousness NOW and 
FOREVER! 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME ... "I AM"! 

INVOCATION 3: 

TiiE VIOLET FIRE INVOCATION 

In the Name of the Beloved Victorious Presence of God -
"I AM" in us and the Beloved Holy Christ Selves of us and all 
mankind, we dedicate this Class to the Violet Fire of Love, Mercy, 
Invocation, Transmutation and Freedom for ourselves, all mankind 
and the planet Earth. To that end, we call to You, Beloved Ascended 
Masters. Cosmic Beings, the Seven Mighty Elohim, and all Who 
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are concerned with the Violet Fire and the Seventh Ray to our 
Earth; and especially do we call to You, Beloved Saint Germain 
and Lady Portia, Beloved Lady Kwan Yin, Beloved Archangel 
Zadkiel and Holy Amethyst, and Beloved Elohim Arcturus and 
Lady Diana, to be with us in Your Luminous Presence; take up our 
humble efforts and amplify them without llmit to bring instantaneous 
Perfection wherever the Blessed Violet Fire is called forth. We love 
and bless and thank You for the answer to this and our every call to 
UGHT!!I 

INVOCATION 4: 

Dearly Beloved Presence of God -- "I AM" in us, the 
Source of all that is, evel)Where present, and anchored within each 
of our hearts and that of all mankind; we love and adore You! We 
acknowledge You to be the 0-vner and Giver of our Life, our 
Intelligence, our Substance, our ALL! We call to our own Holy 
Christ Selves and Those of all mankind to COME FORTH NOW 
and take full command and control of each outer personality until 
the Divine Plan for all is made manifest and eternally sustained! 

Great Host of Ascended Masters and great Cosmic Beings, 
Beloved Sanat Kumara, Lord Gautama, Beloved Lord Maitreya 
and the Maha Chohan; SEAL us in the mighty balancing activity of 
Your Love, Wisdom and Power of Perfection, and let the pressure 
of Your Love enable our Holy Christ Selves to take command of 
us RIGHT NOW and eternally sustained. We thank You. 
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INVOCATION 5: 

Dearly Beloved Presence of God -- "I AM", the Source of 
all that is, every1A1here present, anchored within each one of our 
hearts and that of all mankind, we love and adore You! We 
acknowledge You to be the Owner and Giver of our Life, our 
Intelligence, our Substance -- our ALL! Keep us sealed in Your 
Light, Love and Power of Victorious Accomplishment. Blaze Your 
Light and Love before us and prepare the way that we may walk in 
the Path of Light. Guard and protect us; guide and direct us; and 
give us the Illumination of the Truth that will set us free! Let us 
manifest and BE Yourself in action at all times, and pour Thy 
Divine Qualities through us to bless all the life we contact every1A1here 
we move. We thank Thee! 

Beloved Ascended Host of Light; the Ascended Masters, 
Cosmic Beings and Angelic Host; the Elemental Kingdom; and 
Beloved Ascended Master Serapis Bey; Archangel Gabriel and 
Hope, Beloved Elohim of Purity and Beloved Mighty Astrea, and 
All Who serve on the Fourth Ray and in the Fourth Sphere; we 
send our hearts' call to You. COME and be with us at this Class, 
and charge us with Your Purity, Resurrection Flame, and those 
Powers which will help us to our Ascension at the close of this 
embodiment. We thank You. 
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EXAMPLES OF BENEDICTIONS 

BENEDICTION 1: 

SEALED in Lord Zadkiel's Shield of Protection, Beloved 
Presence of God -- "I AM" in us and in all mankind, Great Host of 
Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings, the Angelic Host and 
Elemental Kingdom Who have served us this day; we thank You 
for Your outpouring of Light and Love. We thank You for Healing, 
Supply, Wisdom, Protection, Perfection and Your Blessings of every 
kind. Hold them sustained in, through and around us, and pour 
them through us for the blessing and raising of all life on our planet 
Earth. 

May the BENEDICTION and BLESSING OF THE MOST 
HIGH LMNG GOD, and the PFACE which does surpass the 
understanding of the human mind be with you, each one. May the 
God of Mercy protect and guide you on your Spiritual Path toward 
Enlightenment and Freedom. 

Beloved Uriel and the Angels of Ministration and Ceremonial; 
we love, thank, and bless You for Your wondrous service to us this 
day. Take up our humble efforts and amplify them with Your 
Mighty Love. Take them North and South, East and West, and 
cover our dear planet Earth with Love and Light, with Peace, with 
Illumination, Healing, Freedom, Victory, and the Will of God made 
manifest through every electron belonging to this planet and its 
evolutions in any way. THIS SHALL BE for I have spoken as 
God's Most Holy Name -- "I AM"! 
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BENEDicnON 2: 

Sealed in the Flames of Purity and Resurrection from the 
Hearts of Beloved Serapis Bey, Archangel Gabriel, the Elohim of 
Peace, and Mighty Astrea, we thank the great Ascended Host of 
Light, the Angelic and Elemental Kingdoms for Your outpouring of 
Purity and Perfection. Hold them sustained in, through and around 
us, and pour them through us to bless all life every.vhere. 

Beloved Archangel Michael and Beloved Archangel Uriel, 
we thank You and Your Angels of Protection, Ministration and 
Ceremonial Who have served us at this Class. Amplify our humble 
efforts vvith Your Love and Purity, and take them North, South, 
East and West, and cover our dear planet Earth with Light, Peace, 
Purity, Freedom, and the Will of God made manifest through every 
electron belonging to this planet lliIS SHALL BE for I have 
spoken as God's Most Holy Name ··· "I AM"! 

BENEDICTION 3: 

Sealed in the mighty Balancing Activity of the Three-fold 
Flame from the Hearts of Beloved Sanat Kumara, Lord Gautama 
and Lord Maitreya, we thank You, Great Beings of Love, for Your 
outpouring to us this day. Let it pour through us to bless every part 
of Life we contact into its Divine Plan fulfilled. We Love, Bless, and 
thank each One of You for Your long and selfless Service to our 
Earth and to all Life every.vhere. We call to the Infinite Presence of 
All Life to Bless You and Bless You and Bless You in ways that 
even You know not of. We thank You. 
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BENEDICTION 4: 

MERCY IS BEAlmFUL 

Tenderly I tread through God's flower bed 
On my way through the day and the night. 
The dawn calls me on with Celestial Song; 
And the dusk with its hush lingers on. 
I live in a sea of such beauty to me 
That I ponder how all this could be? 
Then a petal unfolds; and so gently -- I'm told 
This is the way God meant it to be. 
Thus I journey hence, and I pray: no offence 
Shall ever again find its way through me. 
For as I travel on, I can think of no song; 
But of Love -- grateful Love, Mercy and God Peace! 

BENEDICTION 5: 

BENEDICTION OF TI-IE MAHA CHOHAN 

Blessed is the heart that can pierce through appearance 
and find Truth. 

Clear is the Spiritual Aura of one who needs only touch the 
fringe of Godliness and, in humility, bow before the Grace of the 
Holy Spirit. 

Pray always that when the Spirit of Truth comes among 
you, you may be among the first to kneel in adoration before Its 
Flame. 

Wiser than the greatest Seer in the Kingdom is he who can 
pierce through the garments of flesh and salute the Pure God. 
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The man who lives true to all Life, has his senses constantly 
sharpened to hear the Voice of Life that may emanate from any 
tree or bush or bird that flies, according to the Spirit of God Who 
may want to speak with him at various times for the good of the 
whole. 

Be alert ever, for the Homeland is constantly endeavoring 
to reach you and wise is he who is ever attuned to Its Celestial 
Song. 

BENEDICilON 6: 

Now 'til we meet another day, 
May God's great Angels with us stay 
To ever raise our consciousness on high; 
That all of life is blessed as we pass by, 
Thus we do God's Most Holy Will, 
And our own Plan Divine fulfill. 
May the Light of God surround us 
Like a halo all around us, 
'Ti! we attain our Vict'ry bright 
In our Ascension's Holy Light. 

BENEDICilON 7: 

The Sign of the Heart, Head and Hand to you -
Let the Peace of the Presence abide with you! 

Wherever you stop, Wherever you go --
Let the glorious Peace from the Presence flow! 
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Through days of service and nights of rest --
Let the Peace of the Presence keep you blessed! 

The Sign of the Heart, Head and Hand to you --
For the Peace of YOUR PRESENCE abides with you, 
and seals you safe forever in Its Golden Heart 
Of Light. 

BENEDICTION 8: 

lliE BlESSING OF BELOVED KWAN YIN, 
GODDESS OF MERCY 

May the Peace of God be upon this household! 
May the Love of God be in your hearts. 
May the Light of God be in your souls! 
May the Wisdom of God be in your minds! 
May the Strength and Vitality of God be among the members of 
your household! 
May the Health and Well-Being of God be manifest through the 
bodies, the garments which you wear! 
May the Grace of God be in your worship! 
May the Talents and Genius of God be manifest through your 
senses! 
May the fullness of the Victory of your own God Plan be manifest 
through your souls at the close of your Earth life! 

NOTE: We also encourage Group Leaders for Class activities, 
and individuals for their own personal service, to create their own 
invocation or benediction according to the above examples into 
which they can pour their greatest feeling of invocation, devotion 
and gratitude. 
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VISUALIZATIONS AND 
SPECIFIC SERVICES 

21 

(This section on visualizations is to assist newly developing 
leaders in gaining confidence in giving forth their own visualiza
tion, the stimulus for which can be found in any of the Ascended 
Master writings published by TIIE BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL 
FREEDOM.) 

AFFIRMATIONS OF TRUE IDENTITY 
(Individual, Group and World Wide Activity) 

Can be given as a guided meditation ... especially to music of 
the Leader's choice. 

"I AM" a Force of God moving upon this Planet. 

"I AM" an upward rushing Force of vibration and conscious
ness which is my Heart Flame .. the True Center of my Being. 

This Flame becomes my electronic Aura spiraling around me. 

Cosmic energy flows through this Aura. 

"I AM" a Being of Very Powerful Light. 

"I AM" ONE with all Light - the Great Universal Conscious
ness. 

"I AM" that "I AM". 
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GUIDED MEDITATION: 
EXPERIENCING "I AM" 

(To music of the Leader's choice .... Spoken slowly and with 
deep feeling) 

"I AM" ..... "I AM" that "I AM" 

Alpha and Omega know "I AM" and "I AM" that "I AM" 

Helios and Vesta know "I AM" and "I AM" that "I AM" 

My Presence knows "I AM" and "I AM" that "I AM" 

"I AM" is every good and perfect part of creation and "I AM" 
that "I AM" and therefore every good and perfect part of 
creation is part of what "I AM". 

"I AM" is present in my Life and automatically perfection 
holds sway ... no longer do I allow "I AM" to be absent 
from my life - where my vehicles remain devoid of 
direction and operate out of old habits ... rather, I choose 
to be "I AM" PRESENT - continually .... now and forever 
- "I AM" PRESENT. 

"I AM" continually creates more perfection - as Alpha 
and Omega experience "I AM" - automatically more 
perfection appears in Their Universe - as I experience "I 
AM", more perfection enters until "I AM" a continual 
experience of "I AM" now and forever. 
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VISUALIZATION OF TRUE BEING 
(Music - choice of the Leader) 

23 

I ask you now to look inside ... in consciousness -
AND ABSOLUTELY KNOW - not just believe or even just 
accept but absolutely KNOW yourself as a pulsating Being 
of Light. It is electronic Light rather than atomic Light. In 
the atomic structure the Light is fixed in certain patterns - if 
you will - which are called atoms, molecules and so on ... 
and the Light is fixed in a certain pattern. But in this 
Electronic, pulsating Being of Light, every electron is free 
flowing-certainly followingtheDivinePlan-but not fixed 
in certain patterns. It is the electronic nature of God that 
must function through the atomic nature of man (the 
elemental structure) and it is the melding of these two that is the 
next step. 

See yourself as a pulsating Being of Light attempting 
to get through the flesh rather than the flesh structure at
tempting somehow to invoke this Being of Light and draw 
it through. Be the God Presence. Simply feel yourself as a 
free flowing sea of Light that can blend so easily with the 
entire free flowing sea of Light that is the Universe. 

Automatically your consciousness is raised above 
the human, for you are not a human struggling to be a God -
you are a God Being resting in patience, knowing your time 
is very close when the physical structure can completely 
meld with the pressure of the Light of your own Being. 
Automatically you feel your consciousness expanding (like 
a beautiful balloon) - it gets larger and larger - effortlessly 
takes on more of the perfection of the Universe. 
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Let us acknowledge that, as a firmly identified Being 
of Light working through the flesh, we now put our attention 
upon the head centers - the Chakra upon the forehead, 
where the Seven-fold Harne rests, the Chakra of the thousand 
petalled Lotus upon the top of the head and also the source 
of Light at the base of the brain (the major ganglionic centers 
there) and we feel these three sources of Light now - not just 
coordinating Light that comes from the presence in conscious
ness - but rather as a source of Light - three magnificent 
suns that radiate outwards. This is the true wisdom which is 
embodied in the Buddhic Consciousness. Feel the pressure 
now of Beloved Lord Confucious and of Beloved Lady 
Soo-Chee as it is Their service to literally train your brain 
structure to be radiating centers of this B uddhic Consciousness. 
And this wisdom activity combined with pure Divine Love 
flowing out constantly from the Heart Chakra will give those 
around you such an experience of divinity - without words -
that they automatically want to know more of the nature of 
your own Being. Now make a firm agreement with yourself 
that you will hold this identity of a Light Being. 

VISUALIZATION OF THE 
SEVEN-FOLD FLAME OF CREATION 

(An Invocation to the Seven Elohim and Their Angelic Court is 
given by the Leader ... Music for this exercise is the choice of the 
Leader.) 

LEADER: 
The atmosphere has been purified by the Angels and 

our inner sight is clear; the cloud has been removed and 
the fog has been lifted from around us. This is what 
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the Presence of the Angels do whenever we invoke Them. 
With Clear Vision, see the Full Court of the Seven Elohim 
standing with their Divine Complements approximately 
twenty feet in front of you, facing you in a semi-circle. 
Their Light Rays are blazing from Their hearts, throats, 
heads and hands, directly into your forehead, passing first 
through a prism approximately two feet in front of your 
forehead, a beautiful crystalline prism. The One Ray then 
becomes Seven, and the Light Rays spread out, from intense 
blue from Hercules on the far right of your forehead, all the 
way across to the beautiful violet of Beloved Arcturus on the 
far left of your forehead. Feel those Rays now ... the complete 
Seven-fold Rays blazing like ribbons of Light flowing back 
into your brain structure. Feel them piercing deeply into what 
yet is dense physical brain, transforming it into crystalline 
substance ..... shining with the Light center in the forehead ..... 
and the various Light centers at the base of the brain. Expand 
that Light in the head until you sense your own Halo. 
Acknowledge the source of these Light Rays. They are coming 
from the august Presence of the Seven Elohim and Their 
Divine Complements directly into the Seven-fold Flame of 
the Elohim upon your forehead. These great Beings are ONE 
with the Mind of God .... Feel this Halo now protecting your 
brain structure and your head area, so nothing, absolutely 
nothing, can get into your world through the mind or brain 
that is not invited by your Christ Presence. That is why the 
Saints are seen with Halos around Their heads. It signifies a 
Being of Christ Stature. 

We are going to do a chant now. Feel the clarity of purpose 
of this call that comes from the clarity of our voices in the 
actual chant - Feel the substance of your voice come from 
deep within you -- from the very Slibstance of your Heart 
Flame comes the voice that gives this chant. 
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"I AM" EL .. 0 .. HIM, HERCULES 

"I AM" EL .. 0 .. HIM, CASSIOPEIA 

"I AM" EL .. 0 .. HIM, ORION 

"I AM" EL .. 0 .. HIM, CLAIRE 

"I AM" EL .. O .. HIM, VISTA 

"I AM" EL .. 0 .. HIM, TRANQUILITY 

"I AM" EL .. 0 .. HIM, ARCTURUS 

Seven times seven, "I AM" EL .. 0 .. lilM 

LEADER: 
Feel your mind in Christ Stature ... the Seven-fold Flame 

of the Elohim ... blazing deeply into your brain structure. Now 
send your deepest gratitude to These Divine Beings and Their 
Divine Complements. 

Hercules and Holy Amazon ... we love You 
Cassiopeia and Minerva ... we love You 

Orion and Angelica ... we love You 
Claire and Astrea ... we love You 

Vista and Crystal ... we love You 
Tranquility and Pacifica ... we love You 

Arcturus and Diana ... we love You 

SO BE IT, BELOVED "I AM" 
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CHAKRA SERVICE OF THE 
ASSIMILATION ACTIVITY 

27 

This full service ( chakras twice through, plus 
emotional and mental vehicles) is designed to assist in the 
Assimilation of the opening of a Retreat Cycle and Its Divine 
qualities. A shorter service (possible once or twice through the 
seven chakras) can be given ac any class to assimilate the 
current activity and its Ascended Master quality. The ex
ample which follows was given for the opening Retreat Day 
of the Ascension Focus. The class Director will, of course, 
change the service according to the prevailing Retreat Cycle, 
Its Master and Quality, and Its description. 

A NOTE OF CAUTION: The chakras are a very powerful part 
of unascended mankind. It is our purpose here to consciously 
open them briefly in ceremony to only Pure Ascended 
Master Light and Radiation. Thus our inner nature becomes 
more attuned to God Consciousness. After the ceremony, the 
chakras are again SEALED in their new and higher 
vibration. The three lower chakras are included with the 
purpose of their complete sublimation into the Heart Chakra 
of Love. They cannot be denied or suppressed but can be, 
without undo attention, raised into the Heart Center, until the 
New Age Man truly exists at the level of Heart, Throat 
and Head Centers only. 

SERVICE: 

Please make your physical body comfortable in your 
chair, relaxed with your spine straight ... breathing deeply and 
rhythmically. 

Now tum your attention to the Seven Chakra Centers 
from the base of the spine up to the thousand petalled Lotus 
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at the top of the head. Visualize these Seven Chakra Centers 
from out of the Central Sun of your own Three-fold Flame, as 
Seven Planets in their own perfect orbits ... Let us use the 
(Purity Flame) of ( the Beloved Elohim Claire) as we go 
through each of them - each one spinning as a scintillating 
Center of Light Visualize the Luminous Presence of the 
Master directing a Light Ray into each one of your chakras. 

Put your attention on the chakra at the base of the spine 
- the White Fire Chakra of Beloved Serapis Bey ... 
scintillating with the powerful Light of (Purity from the 
Elohim of Purity- Claire). Feel it there at the base of the 
spine-both the physical and etheric bodies . .......... PAUSE! 

Up to the center of the abdomen - the Violet Fire 
Chakra of Beloved Saint Germain - purified and scintillat
ing with the Light of (Beloved Elohim Claire). Feel these 
centers, both physically and etherically, filled with 
Light. ............................................ ................................ PAUSE! 

Up into the solar plexus - the beautiful Golden Chakra 
of Peace giving forth that Peace with the scintillating quality 
of Purity - charged by ( Elohim Claire ) - feel it spinning 
in your solar plexus .............................. ....................... PAUSE! 

Up now into the Heart Chakra - Feel that expansion 
of Light blazing up from your heart, across your chest, out 
your arms and hands, the beautiful pink Chakra of Divine 
Love and Adoration, charged with (the Purity of Beloved 
Elohim Claire) ............................ .................................... Pause! 

Up now into the Throat Chakra and the scintillating 
blue Light of Beloved Lady Miriam and the crystalline 
diamond Light of (Beloved Elohim Claire) ............. PAUSE! 
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Up now into the Head Chakra - the beautiful green 
disc upon the forehead- giving off Rays of (Purity) with the 
crystalline substance of (Beloved Elohim Claire). Feel the 
acceleration oftheAll-SeeingEye .................................... PAUSE! 

Up now to the top of the head- the thousand petalled 
Lotus - super-charged with the electronic substance of the 
(Elohim of Purity) - drawing all the other chakra Centers 
up into the experience of perfect Wisdom and Purity . 
............................................................................................ Purity! 

We hear the song of our Christ Self as it is melding its 
electronic nature into the atomic structure of this physical/ 
etheric body. It is through these purified Chakra Centers that 
the electronic Christ Nature shall work Its miracles, shall 
exert Its force and Its full dominion in the physical/ etheric 
realm. Feel also the Seven-fold Flame of the Elohim - alive 
upon your forehead as it interconnects now with the Seven 
Chakra Centers. Now we are ready to receive the Light of 
(the Great Hierarch Serapis Bey). 

(Second time through the chakras - A short description of the 
current activity is given.) 

(Let us feel the pressure of [His] luminous Presence 
blazing as It does from the pennanent central focus of the 
Ascension Temple ... a beautiful building shaped as a pyramid 
... that is built of soft crystalline substance - like unto 
freshly fallen snow with the Sun shining upon it. We see 
upon the crystalline Altar, the beautiful, bouyont, spiraling 
Ascension Flame and we feel now the luminous Presence of 
Beloved Serapis Bey projecting - into our individual Beings 
- the substanceoftheAscensionFlame.) .................... PAUSE! 
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We feel it now at the base of our spines ... Serapis 
Bey's own chakra center of purification and all the gifts of the 
(Ascension Flame) blazing upward through the spine .. the Fire 
of Life in the physical body ........................................ PAUSE! 

Up into the middle of the abdomen, the Violet Fire 
Chakra of Beloved Saint Germain ... alive now with the 
buoyancy of the (Ascension Flame) - a beautiful (White) 
crystalline substance .................................................... PAUSE! 

Up into the solar plexus and feel this chakra spinning 
perfectly in your physicaV etheric structure - the beautiful 
(White Ascension Flame) now blazing upon that Chakra 
Center at the solar plexus ............................................. PAUSE! 

Up now into the Heart Center, the large, beautiful 
pink Chakra that now ties into our feeling nature, alive 
with the full buoyant, radiant force of (the Ascension 
Flame) ........................................................................... PAUSE! 

Up now into the Throat Center, the beautiful blue 
Chakra spinning perfectly - alive with the (White Fire of the 
Ascension Flame) - Feel it at your throat . 
..................................................................................... PAUSE! 

Up now into the Head Centers. Firstly at the focus 
of the Seven Mighty Elohim - we feel the (pure White 
Ascension Flame - projected there by Mighty Sera pis Bey) 
... burning upon our foreheads ... blazing back into our brain 
structure. We feel it now upon the thousand petalled Lotus at 
the top of the head ... again bringing all the Seven Chakras into 
alignment - blazing upward to the top of the head; into the 
Light of (the perfect Ascension Flame) - Ascending all 
energy up our spines into our Electronic God Presence 
which "I AM" .............................................................. PAUSE! 
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Feel your spines - now as a pure (White) Light of the 
(Ascension Flame) - which is an eternally upward rising 
force, vibration and energy - ascending all energy in your 
physical I etheric structure up into the Electronic Presence. 

LEADER: 
As our chakras are now raised, purified, balanced 

and charged with Ascended Master Perfection, we now con
sciously *SEAL, SEAL, SEAL THEM (*3X) in Light - to 
protect them from any forces of the lower nature that may 
seek to disturb this Balance and Peace ............. SO BE IT! 

(End of Chakra Service ... Now continue on to emotional and 
mental vehicles for full Assimilation Activity, if desired ... ) 

ASSIMILATION ACTIVITY 
EMOTIONAL AND MENTAL VEHICLES 

(Music to be the choice of the Leader) 

Now proceeding outward from our Heart Chakra 
... we feel the essence of our feeling world - our emotional 
bodies - the vehicle with which we are given the opportunity 
to feel the presence of God as the Angels do. Let us now open 
all the doors and windows of our feeling worlds and ask the 
Great Cosmic Being (Serapis Bey) to charge and amplify the 
substance of our feeling worlds with the (joyous, buoyant, 
rising power of the Ascension Flame). 

Feel each tone vibrating deep, deep into the substance 
of your feeling worlds - scintillating Light - going deep 
into the atomic structure - the elemental that makes up your 
feeling worlds - the Undines of the water element - until 
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our feeling worlds are so uplifted by the (Ascension Flame) 
they cannot register imperfection . .. and our feeling world 
connects us with the Angelic Host - the Seraphim and the 
feeling nature of God, which becomes our spiritual Oneness 
with the Angels for all time ....................... ...................... PAUSE! 

Now let us put our attention outward from the Head 
Centers - upon our mental structures - our mental vehicles, 
to these tones. The Seven-fold Flame of the Elohim is alive 
and blazing upon the forehead. And around the entire circum
ference of our heads, let us feel the full power of the (Ascen
sion Flame) deeply, deeply into the brain structure of our 
mental vehicles, made up predominantly of the Air Element. 
Feel the Light Rays from (Beloved Serapis Bey) piercing into 
your brain structure, into your minds - into your thinking 
worlds - feel the Divine Order of the Great God Principa alive 
in every cell and electron of your brain, etheric mind and 
mental body. Now with each tone of the bells, feel the full 
pressure of (Beloved Serapis Bey) blazing into your Head 
Centers - your centers at the base of the brain, the forehead, 
the top of the head - your etheric mind and your mental 
vehicle. LET GO and let it transform all into a reflecting pool 
of the Divine Mind of God ................. ................ (End of Music) 

Now take a deep breath and acknowledge to your
self that you know you are an electronic out-post of 
the substance of (the Ascension Flame) that blazes on the 
Altar- for it is the amplified sub-stance of that Flame 
which (Serapis Bey) and the Brotherhood there will send 
world-wide and where They find the fertile ground of 
a purified atomic Structure They can create Their electronic 
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outpost where electrons of that Flame can live within the atomic 
structure of our being and radiate forth to all life which we contact; 
as if that part of life had come into contact with the (Ascension 
Flame) Itself. And this is a service we do for each of the Ascended 
Master Retreats and of course the Service They allow for us as we 
become more and more attuned with each of these qualities of 
perfection -- this month being (the joyous, buoyant, raising power 
of the Ascension Flame). 

The Class then continues with the "Expansion Seroice" -- Decrees, 
Songs, Visualizations to expand the Blessings of the Retreat into 
the world. 

GUIDED EXERCISE 
(Music at the discretion of the Leader) 

PROJECTING GOD REAU'IY INTO lHE PHYSICAL 
HEART FIAME WI1H lHE HOLY BREAlH 

Become relaxed but poised; begin with three deep breaths in and 
out: Feel the Holy Breath ... 

Enter now the Sacred Presence of your Three-fold Flame within 
the Heart; 

1. A Slow deep inbreath, contemplating the "I AM" Presence ... 
hold it in for a moment and become the Presence. 

B. On the slow, controlled outbreath, affirm positively: "I AM" 
consciously ·breathing into my Heart Flame the Divine 
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Pattern of my own "Mighty 'I AM' Presence". 

(A and B three times) 

2. A Slow deep inbreath contemplating the Causal Body ... hold 
it in for a moment and become the Causal Body. 

B. On the slow, controlled outbreath affirm positively: "I AM" 
consciously breathing into my Heart Flame the full gathered 
momentum of my Causal Body. 

(A and B three times) 

3. A Slow deep inbreath, contemplating the Holy Christ Self . . . 
hold it in for a moment and become the Holy Christ Self. 

B. On the slow, controlled outbreath affirm positively: "l AM" 
consciously breathing into my Heart Flame the Love Nature 
of my Holy Christ Self. 

(A and B three times) 

Entire exercise repeated twice more -- as the Heart Flame becomes 
more of the Reality of your Permanent God Nature. 

Then on to: 

PERFECTING lliE LOWER VEHICLES IN lliE 
HEART FIAME -- USING lliE HOLY BREAlli 

Now, centered in the ever-increasing power of your Three-fold 
Flame in your Heart, REALIZE that the fullness of the Sacred Fire 
of Purification, Mercy and Forgiveness in NOW within that Aame. 

(Pause and contemplate this REAL11Y) 
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A. On a slow, deep inbreath, consciously draw all 
impure substance from your emotional body into this beautiful 
Transmuting Flame; hold the breath within the Flame and 
visualize all impure substance dissolve before your eyes! 

B. On the controlled outbreath, consciously expand into 
your emotional body all the transmuted and purified substance 
from the Flame; feel it radiate its new found perfection 
through your emotional body; and then hold the breath out of 
the body for a moment projecting the Ascended Master 
Feeling of the Sacred Fire of Transmutation and Freedom into 
the world around you (or wherever you choose to project it). 

(A and B three times) 

Repeat A and B for mental, etheric and physical bodies, three 
times each. (i.e., for pure thoughts, memories and a physical 
healing) 

NOTE: 'A Service of Transfiguration, Resurrection and 
Ascension for a Departed Soul' and 'The Golden Chalice 
Ceremony -- Holy Communion for the New Age' are two 
Services available in booklet form from TIIE BRIDGE TO 
SPIRITUAL FREEDOM. 
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SERVICE OF TI-IE 
CONSECRATION OF CHILDREN 

In the Name, and by the Power of the Presence of God 
"I AM", Beloved Archangel Raphael, Mother Mary and Jesus 
The Christ, I hereby Dedicate and Consecrate: 

(Name) 

come to Earth to expand the Borders of the Kingdom of Heaven 
on Earth. 

I anoint thee with the Living Essence of Pure Light . . . 

Thy forehead to receive the Divine 
Directives of thy Holy Christ Self .. . 

Thy eyes to see only Perfection ... 

Thy nostrils to breath the pure Prana 
of the Holy Spirit ... 

Thy ears to hear and accept only that 
which is good .. . 

Thy lips to speak only words which 
shall bless . . . 

Thy hands to bless all life . .. 

Thy feet to carry Thee on the Pathway 
of Light ... 

---and---
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I anoint all thy four lower vehicles with the Sacred Unction 
of the Holy Spirit, which will one day raise you to the Consciousness 
of a Disciple of the Holy Spirit! 

Consecrated and Dedicated 

This . ..... ..... . . day of .. . . . .. .. ... .... . 

in the year 

at 

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (Pidce. oi corisecr~ti~n) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Godparents in attendance: 

~ 
~ 

· · · · · · · ioffici~nii · · · · · · · 
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Steps to Reality 
(can be given as a guided meditation 
with a specific God Quality) 

Book of Ceremony 

Wisdom 
BEING THE EXPERIENCE 
of (Faith) 

I 
Illumination 
LMNG THE EXPERIENCE 
of(Faith) 

I 
Knowing 
HAVING EXPERIENCED IT 
(making it a reality in your own life) 

I 
Acceptance 
FEELING IT 
(or our feeling world agrees with the concept) 

I 
Belief 
A MENTAL CONCEPT 
of (Faith) 
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DEVOTIONAL ADORATIONS 
TO TI-IE GODHEAD 

ADORATION NO. 1 

TO THE SPIRIT OF THE IMMACUU\TE CONCEPT, 
ARCHANGEL GABRIEL 

39 

As the Archangel Gabriel promised to come. to Beloved 
Mother Mary and intensify the Divine Concept of the "I AM" Presence 
of the Master Jesus before His birth, so does Beloved Gabriel offer 
to come and direct His Cosmic Flame through the outer conscious
ness of every individual on Earth, stirring the remembrance of that 
one's own Divine Image and Likeness into active being! 

Invoke the Presence of the Beloved Gabriel! He will 
not fail you. Into the swirling confusions of thought and feeling, He 
will direct His constant Flame and, for a moment, the remembrance 
of the perfection, the glory, the Divinity of your own "I AM" Presence 
will stamp Itself upon your mind. Accept It in your feelings and ask 
Beloved Gabriel to keep It sustained and help you as He helped 
Beloved Mary, to nourish and develop that Divine Pattern through 
your outer self! 

Archangel Gabriel! Come now into the atmosphere of 
Earth! Attend the consciousness of those gathered in the "upper 
chamber" seeking the true Way! Bring to their remembrance the 
full glory which they had with their Source before the world was. 
Sustain their enthusiasm until the glory and perfection of that 
Presence is externalized in the fulfillment of their own Divine Plan; 
to their individual victory and for the encouragement and stimulus 
of their fellowmen. 
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ADORATION NO. 2 

TO BELOVED MICAH, SPffiIT OF UNITY 

GREETINGS AND BLESSINGS from the Spiritual 
Hierarchy and the mankind of Earth who, through Your 
FEELING OF UNITY with God, SHALL find their way back 
HOME. 

Separateness was evolved out of the individual free
will of those who voluntarily cut themselves off from their 
own "I AM" Presence and desired to live life according to the 
promptings of their senses. UNITY with God, the Masters, 
Angels and man SHALL come about in the fulness of time! 
Your Guardian Presence, Your radiation, Your love stirring the 
lethargic souls to renewed endeavor to find their God, brings 
the gratitude from all of the Members of the Great White 
Brotherhood Who live but to see this reunion take place. 

As You guided the children of Isreal out of bondage 
into freedom centuries ago, so - again - do You guide the 
children of Earth back to their Heavenly Estate in the "Prom
ised Land" of eternal Freedom from the limitations which 
now harass them! For Your constancy in service; for Your 
Presence in the atmosphere of Earth and for Your Cosmic 
assistance in this hour, we thank you. 

ADORATION NO. 3 

TO THE COSMIC SPIRIT OF GOD'S HOLY WILL 

Blessings for Your Presence in this Universe. Gratitude 
for Your motivating Power which directs the Cosmic Beings, 
Ascended Masters, Archangels and Archaii, Seraphim, 
Cheribim and Angelic Host! 
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We invoke consciously the descent of the full gathered Cosmic 
Momentum of the Divine Will of the Universal "I AM" Presence 
into the emotional, mental, etheric and physical strata wherein 
mankind presently abide! LET the inherent desire to do God's Will 
expand through every unascended being! LET the Joy that is the 
reward of such service expand through their auras! LET the outer 
mind of man accept that God's Will is the fullness of all good and 
perfect experiences for all His creations! LET the fallacy that 
distress and imperfection are God's Will be removed from the 
consciousness of all people! Remove the lethargic acceptance of 
imperfection from the people of Earth! Replace it by a keen 
acceptance and awareness of the all-encompassing Love of the 
Creator for His creations! 

We accept, upon behalf of all mankind, the Presence of 
God's Will externalized through every beating heart! So shall there 
be established on Earth the glory of God and the fulfillment of 
Beloved Jesus' Promise: "Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor 
has it entered into the minds of men, the glory that the Father hath 
prepared for those who love Him." So be it! 

ADORATION NO. 4 

TO THE COSMIC REPRESENTATNE OF COMFORT 
TO THIS EARTH, OUR LORD MAHA CHOHAN 

The blessings of all the Sons and Daughters of Heaven 
Who have found inspiration to continued endeavor and have attained 
Their Ascension through Your grace! 

The blessings of all mankind, who (for the most part) draw 
on Your merciful comforting Flame without even knowing of Your 
Reality and Presence in this Universe! 
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The blessings of all the Kingdoms of Nature which 
receive the direction toward productivity and re-action 
through Your life! 

The blessings of all the dis-embodied from whom You 
have gently received their final breath, giving them merciful 
surcease from the rigorous experiences of Earthly embodiment! 

The blessings of the new-born into whose nostrils You 
have breathed again the breath of life, giving opportunity of ex
perience and service in this world of form! 

The blessings of the four-footed creatures who have 
not the ability to bless You audibly and of the lovely bird who 
can sing praise to Your Name! 

The blessings of Your Seven Chohans Whom You have 
counselled so wisely and taught so well. We, particularly, 
thank You for Your Patience and Wisdom! 

All evolutions in the Earth, on the Earth and in its 
atmosphere give praise and hanks for the Comforting 
Presence of Your Blessed Self! God, the Cosmic "I AM" 
Presence, blesses You! We love You and decree that we 
shall prove that love in works well done on all planes, 
according to the Will of the Father of all - which Father You 
live to serve and Whose nature You embody, sustain and 
radiate to us all! 

ADORATION NO. 5 

TO THE COSMIC FLAME OF FREEDOM 

BLESSINGS from the hearts of all who are utilizing 
Your Presence to sublimate the energies of their personal 
worlds and are ascending into the God-free Estate by reason of 
Your assistance! 
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To the Beloved Master Saint Germain, Guardian of the 

Flame of Freedom, we send our gratitude on behalf of all 
evolutions in the Earth, on the Earth and in its atmosphere, who 
can - through the use of that Flame which You guard- ascend 
in like manner to become Divine Beings! 

To the Angels of Freedom and The Brotherhood of 
Freedom Who, when invoked, assist in the restoration of the 
Earth and Its evolutions to perfection, we send our thanksgiv
ing! 

To the men and women throughout the ages who have 
loved Freedom and sought to bring that Freedom to their fel
lowman, we send our love! 

As the Earth has entered into the Activity of the Freedom 
Flame, upon Whose ascending tide Lord Sanat Kumara has 
already received His Freedom from centuries of voluntary 
exile, we decree that the knowledge, use and manifest expres
sion of the efficacy of that Freedom Flame shall cover the 
Earth and every man, woman and child arise, throw off the 
shackles of limitation and walk in FREEDOM'S ROBES! 
Anticipating the transmutation of the Earth into FREEDOM'S 
STAR, we move forward with those earnest chelas whose 
purpose, motive and activity is to a like accomplishment -
NOW! 

ADORATION NO. 6 

TO TIIE BELOVED ARCHANGEL MICHAEL, PRINCE 
OF TIIE ANGELIC HOST AND TO HIS LEGIONS 

OF PROTECTING AND DEFENDING ANGELS 

We give gratitude in behalf of Those of Us Who have been 
extricated from human limitation, mis-concepts and distress 
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by Thy service and upon the part of those unascended 
lifestreams who owe the sustaining of their souls as individual 
expressions of potential Diety on Earth, to Thy watchful and 
protecting care! 

Beloved Lord Michael! With Humble gratitude, we 
accept the aeons of time and limitless God-energy released by 
Thee in service to the evol~tions of this Planet by Thy almost 
continuous Presence in Earth's atmosphere. 

Now, in this New Era, as Angels and men come into a 
much closer relationship of Divine Love, service and under
standing, we invite Thy Presence FIRST among all the 
Angels of Heaven! Part the veil of maya and allow all 
mankind, imprisoned Angels, Elementals and every living 
thing to witness for themselves Thy tangible Presence here -
The Mighty Warrior Angel; yet loving as a mother when the 
requirement so demands, standing visible to the physical sight 
of Thy benefactors! So be it! Lord Michael! COME! 

ADORATION NO. 7 

TO BELOVED SANAT KUMARA, VENUS, 
THE KUMARAS AND THE PEOPLE ON· VENUS 

Gratitude and blessings arise from the Spiritual 
Hierarchy Who guard mankind. Without the voluntary exile of 
the Beloved Sanat Kumara, the very substance of the Earth 
would long since have returned to the unformed. Without the 
added responsibility accepted by the Cosmic Being Venus in the 
sustaining of Her Star, Sanat Kumara could not have continued 
His service to this Earth! Without the presence and love of the 
Kumaras, Sanat Kumara would not have found the atmosphere 
of Earth sufficiently permeated with the love from Home to 
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remain! Without the selfless love of the people of Venus who 
did not call Him back through longings and deep feelings which 
would pull at His heart, He would not have remained, for His 
obligation to life is primarily to sustain and expand the Light of 
His Own Star. Without the descent of the volunteers from 
Venus who builded Shamballa for Him, Earth would not have 
had a fitting welcome nor dwelling place for His Noble Pres
ence! 

On behalf of the mankind of Earth whose spiritual 
natures have been warmed in the aura of His Presence, we 
express the gratitude for those who know not yet of His sacrifice, 
His very Presence and His seivice to the sweet Earth and Its 
evolutions. 

ADORATION NO. 8 

TO THE BELOVED SERAPIS BEY 
AND THE ASCENSION BROTHERHOOD 

Blessings from every Ascended Being Who has used Your 
gathered momentum of ascending energy as a ladder by 
which They.returned back Home! 

On this planet Earth, striving to fulfill God's Divine 
Plan, the energies already directed Heavenward are 
ESSENTIAL to liberate even the most Godly individual. The 
prayers, invocations and ascending energies of Beloved 
Mother Mary, Mother of Jesus, created the spiritual ladder upon 
which Jesus ascended from the Hill of Bethany. In like manner, 
You have provided such a Cosmic tide upon which the souls 
of men and women may ascend when they are ready to 
respond to the summons of the Presence. Those who avail them
selves of that tide are more easily able to complete their final 
victory. We who have risen on its crest are grateful for Your 
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constancy in providing such a WAY BACK HOME! 
· On behalf of the mankind of Earth who are presently 

completing.their services upon the planet Earth and who seek a 
Way back Home, we express our gratitude that You have 
maintained that focus and provided that Way! 

God bless You and thank You for foregoing the sweeter 
bliss of the Higher Realms to sustain the Flame of Ascension 
upon the Earth. Each man who rises on Its crest shall one day 
know Victory through Your constancy, Your perseverance 
and Your sacrifice to that Flame! 

ADORATION NO. 9 

TO THE COSMIC SPIRIT OF THE MONTH OF MAY 

Greetings! Blessings! Gratitude! From the heart of 
every sweet Spirit Who has achieved Immortality under the 
grace of Your benediction, praise and adoration rises to You! 

As the beauteous vestments of Amaryllis adorn the 
Holy Mother Earth, many of the Sons and Daughters of 
Heaven reminisce over the sweetness of Your Presence upon 
Whose ascending Flame They have entered the ranks of the Im
mortals! 

Lord Buddha kissing the sweet Earth a fond farewell; 
Holy AEolus ascending into His Cosmic Estate; Master 
Jesus culminating His victorious mission in the conscious 
Ascension; Beloved Saint Germain writing the final "memoirs" 
on His book of Earth life - all of these took place in the 
mystic month of May. 

On the first Pentecost, the benediction of the Holy 
Comforter swept the dimming sparks of the diciples faith and 
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Christian Dispensation to Its great height of accomplish
ment. This also took place in the radiance of May's Presence! 

Today the chelas who walk the Path toward Mastery 
avail themselves of Your Presence and the full gathered 
momentum of all their illustrious forebearers on the spiritual 
Path. They welcome You-sweetMay-and Your opportunity 
for development of spiritual grace and mastery! 

ADORATION NO. 10 

TO THE GREAT KARMIC BOARD 

Gratitude and blessings from the hearts of All Who have 
ascended from the evolutions of mankind and elemental life 
because of Your mercy, watchful care, kind solicitude and 
infinite service! 

On behalf of the life yet bound to the wheel of birth 
and so-called death, we also send gratitude for Your Presence 
in the Universe. As each soul released from the body stands 
before You, we thank You for the interest and mercy with 
which You study that one, assigning each to the place 
where the greatest personal improvement and enlightment 
will prepare the soul for a new and more progressive Earth life. 
As each soul called to new birth receives Your benediction, 
we thank You for allowing that soul the best possible condi
tions for birth, the most harmonious family life, the most 
purified vehicles of incarnation and greatest opportunity to 
fulfill its individual destiny. No more, dear Karmic Board, 
shall You be dreaded as an instrument of judgement and punish
ment! Now You shall be known as an instrument of God' s 
mercy, grace and solicitude! 
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ADORATION NO. 11 

TO THE COSMIC SPIRIT OF MERCY 
(Which is the Very Nature of God -

The Universal "I AM" Presence itself!) 

We send our deepest feelings of Divine Gratitude for 
the magnificence of this Spirit which CAN AND DOES 
transmute all discordantly qualified substance back into its 
natural God-estate of ABSOLUTE PERFECTION! 

To our Beloved Kwan Yin - Goddess of Mercy -
Whose service to life is consciously directing the Flame of 
God's Infinite Mercy to all imprisoned life everywhere, we 
humbly bow! In Her loving Presence, all sins of omission and 
commission are completely transmuted into Light and each 
such soul is allowed the full freedom to arise and become the 
MANIFEST EXAMPLE OF HIS OWN HOLY CHRIST 
SELF IN ACTION - right here, in this physical appearance 
world! 

Every individual who has used life imperfectly at 
any time, now has full and free access to the Presence, 
Forgiveness and Compassion of the Flame of Mercy which 
the gracious Lady Kwan Yin actually embodies in Her Own 
Divine Being. Reach out in consciousness and touch the hem 
of Her Robe (which you do when you place your attention 
upon Her). Let Mercy's Flame give Its limitless assistance to 
your Eternal Freedom and direct It in, through and around all 
you hold dear, to transmute all misqualified life which you 
have drawn into your worlds, consciously or unconsciously -
as well as all misqualified energies which have been drawn 
within and around our sweet Earth Itself. She will answer you 
- and at once! 
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ADORATION NO. 12 

TO THE COSMIC SPIRIT OF PURE DIVINE LOVE 

Greetings and gratitude from all of us who have been 
created and sustained by Your motivating power.You are the 
stimulation to constructive, creative endeavor; the sustenance 
of that endeavor; the cohesive power that invites the creation 
of form; and the very core of every form, human and Divine! 

To the Beloved Venetian Master Paul, our Maha 
Chohan, and The Brotherhood of Divine Love, we send our 
gratitude for Your continued belief in the ultimate destiny of 
every lifestream - an expressed and manifested Christ! 

Upon behalf of the mankind in whom You so believe, 
stimulating them to the manifesting of their highest expression 
of creative ability, we offer our thanksgiving for Your 
perseverance in seeing them, each one, as God sees them. 

We do decree that all unascended beings shall soon 
come to feel that Divine Love - one for another - and 
establish the Universal Brotherhood of Man upon this sweet 
Earth! To this end, we invoke Your aid, Beloved Presence of 
Divine Love, in sublimating the human and expanding the 
Divine in every one! So be it! 

ADORATION NO. 13 

TO THE GREAT MANUS OF THE SIXTH 
AND SEVENTH ROOT RACES 

Blessings from the Heart of Heaven for undertaking the 
voluntary task of preparing, guarding and sustaining 
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the Spiritual Light of the Sixth and Seventh Root Races, with 
their subsequent sub-races. 

Even now, as we honor God Meru, the children of the 
Sixth Root Race walk the Earth and the children of the Seventh 
Root Race await the purification of the evolutions developing 
in the Earth, on the Earth and in Its atmosphere, so that they 
may enter into physical bodies and assist our Beloved Saint 
Germain in the establishment of the permanent Golden Age 
upon this Earth! 

We thank You, Lord Manus, for Your Presence and 
for the sweet lifestreams You have prepared for this service. 
Let the children of Earth now embodied awaken to the 
responsibility of preparing for Your children, by the 
restoration to their God Estate, of the Earth, Its atmosphere 
and Its inhabitants, so that only peace, harmony, opulence, 
understanding, love and light form the aura into which these 
lifestreams are to come! 

ADORATION N0.14 

TO THE COSMIC SPIRIT OF TRUTH 

To the Cosmic Spirit of Truth to this Universe, as 
radiated forth from the Being of Beloved Vesta- we send 
our love! 

To the Cosmic Spirit of Truth to this Earth, as radiated 
forth from Beloved Pallas Athena - we send our heart-call for 
Her increasing pressure and radiation of Cosmic Truth to and 
through the outer consciousness of mankind! 
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To the Chohan of Truth, Beloved Hilarion - we send 
our gratitude for sustaining the Brotherhood of Truth at Crete! 

Beloved Jesus has said: "You shall know the Truth and 
the Truth shall make you free". We now command, in the 
Name and by the Power of the Cosmic "I AM" Presence of 
this Universe , that such Truth be forthcoming and that this 
sweet Earth be raised, redeemed and be able to assume Her 
perfect God-estate NOW! 

While the attention of The Spiritual Hierarchy and the 
chelas is upon the Presence of Truth in this Universe, we invoke 
the Holy Christ Self in every human heart to magnitize and 
radiate Cosmic Christ Truth to and through the individual and 
the mass mind as well! 

LET TRUTH NOW BE KNOWN AND APPLIED 
IN THIS PHYSICAL APPEARANCE WORLD AND IN 
THAT APPLICATION GOD'S WILL SHALL BE DONE 
ON EARTH AS IT IS IN REA VEN! SO BE IT! 

ADORATION NO. 15 

TO BELOVED LORD MAITREYA, 
THE COSMIC CHRIST 

GREETINGS! BLESSINGS! GRATITUDE! From the 
sons and daughters of the Spiritual Hierarchy whom You have 
guarded, guided, protected and illumined through the 
centuries. 

Over and above the great Avatars and Masters, YOUR 
LOVING PRESENCE ST ANDS. Through the consciousness of 
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all Teachers, human and Divine, YOUR instruction and 
radiation flows. 

Each two thousand year cycle, YOUR Wisdom directs 
the inauguration and inculcation of the great religion which 
will be the faucet through which God's love, inspiration, 
power and benediction flows to the evolutions unfolding upon 
this sweet Earth. 

By the side of every individual who desires to serve 
God and his fellow man, YOU stand! 

For this service so lovingly rendered through countless 
ages, the Masters, the Angels, the Elementals and the Holy 
Christ Selves of men bless You forever! May Your full 
Cosmic Christ Consciousness be manifest now through the 
souls of all whom You have loved so long and so truly. 

ADORATION NO. 16 

TO BELOVED LORD GAUTAMA 
LORD OF THE WORW 

To beloved Lord Gautama! Greetings from the evolutions 
which You have prepared Yourself to serve in love. I invoke 
every God-power and God-assistance to help You in this self 
chosen responsibility and task! May there arise in the hearts 
and souls of all Earth's people a realization of the centuries 
of preparation that equipped You to hold this High Office! 
The people of Earth shall become Your co-workers in estab
lishing the Kingdom of Love, Harmony and Perfection upon 
this planet and in Its atmosphere! The Spiritual Hierarchy wel
comes You, Lord Gautama and we pledge to You our 
full support and assistance in Your service.Your 
READINESS to assume this Great Office with Its at
tendant responsibilities, is a lesson to those above 
as well as to those yet unascended who have been 
so privileged as to have had the curtain of maya 
parted to perceive the activities of the Cosmic 
Evolution! We love Youl 
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ADORATION N0.17 

TO THE BELOVED ASCENDED MASTER LANTO 
AND THE BROTHERHOOD OF PRECIPITATION 

We send all our gratitude to You for Your per
serverance and constancy in HOLDING THE FOCUS OF 
THE PRECIPITATING POWER in the emotional, mental, 
etheric and physical strata of Earth's atmosphere until some 
unascended member of the human race can cognize and utilize 
this natural power of his or her own being .. . then use it 
CONSTRUCTIVELY for the benefaction of the human race, 
without personal desire or motive to benefit the outer self alone. 

Your magnificent reverence for life itself and Your 
knowledge of the potential Powers which, for the most part, lie 
dormant within the Immortal Three- fold Flame within the 
hearts of every human being have caused You to make the 
tremendous sacrifice of refusing the greater Spiritual Status 
which awaits You, until some able and willing chela has been 
found and trained in the conscious use of this Power of Pre
cipitation right here in this physical appearance world-- thus 
becoming a living example of all of what all men shall one 
day be and do. Your sacrifice, like that of our Beloved Regent, 
Sanat Komara, is a gift of Your love. We bow before You in 
gratitude for Your willingness to remain with the Earth's evo
lutions until such an unascended lifestream is awakened and 
manifests this Power! 

Blessed be Lord Lan to and the Brotherhood of the Rocky 
Mountain Retreat for Their patience with the recalcitrant 
human race! Hasten the day when mankind confirms through 
WORKS - not words - this faith in their externalized 
Precipitating Powers! 
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ADORATION NO. 18 

TO THE COSMIC SPIRIT OF LIBERTY AND THOSE 
GREAT BEINGS WHO EMBODY THAT VIRTUE 

We bow in humble gratitude and reverence for the 
liberty given to us by God to use life through the ages. Without 
liberty to draw upon the Source of Life, we should have no 
being; no intelligence; no self-consciousness. 

To You Who have mastered the use of life and Who 
desire, when given the opportunity, to show mankind how to 
use liberty wisely, we dedicate our lives. 

Let Your directing Intelligence and Wisdom show 
man that the liberty to use life is given, not for a personal 
satisfaction of the fleeting personality, but to help weave 
the pattern of the Divine Plan for this Universe. Let Your 
Cosmic momentum of the wise, directed, controlled, loving 
use of life become the inspiration for all who were created of 
God/or a purpose. Let Your realization that liberty to use 
life is not license to distort it, become the consciousness of 
the entire human race and the Elemental Kingdom. 

We are grateful for liberty to have being, to join the 
energies and talents which God has given us to fulfill His 
purpose. Let this gratitude become the daily thinking, feeling 
consciousness of all who use the Earth as a schoolroom now 
and in the future. 

ADORATION NO. 19 
TO THE SACRED FIRE 

IN ALL ITS ASPECTS, GREETINGS 

We consciously give gratitude and love to the God Parents of 
whatever System chose to focus a portion of Themselves into 
Universal life and create individual self-conscious intelli
gence who -- through the Immortal Three-fold Flame of Life 
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so projected -- could and did know and cognize the power to say 
and feel "I AM"! 

To every such self-conscious Intelligence Who has rec
ognized the power of that Immortal Three-fold Flame of Life as 
the center of Being and through It has created and expanded 
certain specific God Virtues, Activities and Radiations benefi
cial to this Universe, we give gratitude and love. 

To each foci of the Sacred Fire -- of love, healing, peace, 
purity, opulence, mercy, sublimation of imperfection, faith and 
wisdom - we give our gratitude for the full gathered 
momentum of that developed activity of the Sacred Fire which 
is available for the use and the assistance of those desiring it. 

To every unascended Being seeking his way back 
HOME; to every one who has begun to enter into a conscious 
realization of the Presence of that Sacred Fire, we give our 
encourgement and sustaining power. 

Let all self-conscious intelligences know that the 
powers of the Sacred Fire within themselves are the actual 
Presence of God within their beating hearts. Let them enter 
into Its Presence; sublimate their destructive karma and human 
nature and then expand the particular virtues accumulated in 
their Causal Bodies for the enrichment of the race, nation and 
planet to which they presently belong! 

Let the Sacred Fire be so honored, acknowledged, ac
cepted and utilized by the chelas until, by their own individual 
and collective applications, they qualify to draw forth, visible 
to the physical sight of all mankind - the Presence of the 
Sacred Fire! Let there be established on this sweet Earth again 
the Temples of the Sacred Fire!.. 

SO BE IT, BELOVED"IAM"! 
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ADORATION NO. 20 

TO THE COSMIC SPffiIT OF CONST ANCY AND 
THOSE GREAT BEINGS WHOSE CONST ANCY OF 

PURPOSE, SERVICE AND ENDEAVOR HA VE 
DRAWN THEM INTO THE ASCENDED MASTER 

REALM OF PERFECTION 

We send our deep and abiding· love to the Spirit of 
our Sun, whose constant, rhythmic outpouring makes possible 
the habitation of the Earth at this time! We direct our love and 
blessings to the Great Archii Constance, Who, together with 
the Beloved Jophiel, amplifies the virtue of constancy through 
the nature of mankind, when invited to so do. 

We invoke the stimulation of the smoldering spark of 
constancy that lies hidden within the depths of the Immortal 
Flame of each human heart! Beloved Constance, Spirit of the 
Sun, play Your constant light rays upon that spark until 
every man becomes constant in his resolutions to return to 
God; in his present service to God and his fellowman; in his 
devotion to the development of his particular capacities and 
talents, which he may offer on the altar of humanity before 
returning to his Celestial Home to go out no more! 

We bless all menand womenwhohavewalkedtheways 
of Earth and, through constancy of purpose, have provided 
the benefactions which the masses have indifferently ac
cepted but liberally utilized for personal pleasure and comfort! 

LET CONSTANCY of endeavor; of purpose, of 
service; BE MANIFEST among our gentle selves, our co
workers in this activity and all mankind. 
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ADORATION NO. 21 

TO THE BELOVED SPIRIT OF FREEDOM 

GREE11NGS; BLESSINGS from the hearts of those of 
us who live but to loose that same Spirit through the hearts 
of all mankind, embodied Angels and imprisoned elemental 
life on the planet Earth and abiding in its atmosphere. 

The desire for freedom is inherent in all life. Even the 
smallest seedling will burst asunder a great rock to develop 
and mature its plan as a shrub or a tree. Within the soul lies 
the Divine Image of God which will, with greater power than 
the nature kingdom can evoke, assert the Spirit of Freedom 
and manifest itself through the outer man. It is to nourish, de
velop and mature this Spirit of Freedom that the Great White 
Brotherhood abides yet in the atmosphere of Earth and in 
close proximity to the consciousness of those who aspire to 
freedom. 

In commemoration of the desire in the heart of our 
Beloved Brother, Saint Germain, to establish on Earth a 
brotherhood of spiritual affinity among Angels, men and ele
mentals, we dedicate ourselves to HIM, to the Beloved 
Americas which He did so much to develop and to the friends 
of freedom throughout the world who are working with 
Him toward the establishment of the Kingdom of God on Earth 
this day. 

ADORATION NO. 22 

TO THE COSMIC SPmIT OF RESURRECTION 

GREETINGS, BLESSINGS, GRATITUDE from the 
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heart of every Being Who has availed Himself of Thy resus
citating power, quickening the life force through the garment 
of habitation, resurrecting the dormant powers of God through 
the lifestream, completing the mission of the individual soul 
and ascending by reason of the Presence of Thy Activity into 
the God-free estate! 

We dedicate our energies to You, Cosmic Spirit of Res
urrection, and to every Intelligence Who has magnitized 
Your Presence and become the Resurrected Christ "First fruits 
of them that slept"! Let all mankind, slumbering yet in their 
earthly garments, bound by chains of human limitation, 
awaken to Thy Presence. Let them invoke Thy merciful Pres
ence through the life misqualified by conscious or unconscious 
use of the creative centers of thought and feeling and become 
the Resurrected Presence also! 

To our Lord Maha Chohan, Whose currents bring the 
resurrection through the Nature Kingdom, to our Beloved 
Brothers Jesus and Serapis Bey, to the Blessed Mother Mary, 
all of Whom manifested the Powers of Resurrection, we send 
our love. To the Great Archangel Gabriel Whose service to life 
is to guard, direct and expand the Resurrection Flame through
out the Earth, we send our love. To every dear son and 
daughter of Earth seeking redemption, freedom from limita
tion, disharmony and the grief and pain of so-called death, we 
give the full power of the Resurrection Flame! Accept It! 
Use It! Make It a practical workable activity in your life and 
world! Greetings and blessings in the Name of our Beloved 
Jesus, the Ascended Christ. 
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SECTION 1 

CONSECRATION TO THE LIGHT 

1 - 0 1 

CONSECRATION FOR THE VEHICLE OF THE 
NEW AGE 

We, the chelas of The Bridge to Spiritual 
Freedom, offer ourselves as a CUP, a HOLY GRAIL, 
One Breath, One Heartbeat, One Body, One Energy 
and Vibration, One Consciousness of Pure Thought 
and Feeling, One Love and One Desire ... through 
which to pour and anchor the Light, Illumination, 
Wisdom, Truth, Virtues and Instructions, Gifts and 
the Blessings of the Great White Brotherhood to the 
children of Earth. 

"I AM" THE RESURRECTION AND THE LIFE OF THE 
ONE CUP - THE HOLY GRAIL OF THE NEW AGE. 

"I AM" THE RESURRECTION AND THE LIFE OF THE 
ONE BREATH-THE HOLY SPIRIT OF THE NEW AGE. 

"I AM" THE RESURRECTION AND THE LIFE OF ONE 
BODY - ONE ENERGY AND VIBRATION OF THE NEW 
AGE. 

"I AM" THE RESURRECTION AND THE LIFE OF THE 
ONE CONSCIOUSNESS OF SPIRITUAL FREEDOM 
FOR THE NEW AGE. 

So be it, Beloved "I AM"! 
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1-02 
HEART OF THE SACRED FIRE 

I now consciously enter into and abide within the Heart of 
the Sacred Fire which is the true center of my BEING. "I AM" now 
centered and I remain within the Heart of the Sacred Fire, and I 
speak and command with authority. (3X) 

1-03 
"I AM" FlAME! "I AM" THANKFUL! 

"I AM" Flame ...... "I AM" Flame ...... "I AM" Flame ..... . 
My Light ...... My Life ... . .. touches all! 
Forever "ONE" in the Great Divine Plan of Life. 
My Light ...... My Life ...... My Love! 

Hear us, Oh Life Eternal, as we make this call for the Human Race, 
Angels in embodiment and that part of life referred to as Elementals. 

We give to you this day, this moment, the Love of our hearts in the 
purest form we are capable of, and with it the purest thoughts of 
our minds! 

Multiply and expand without limit this energy, saturating all life on 
our sweet Earth, now and forever! 

"I AM" Flame ..... . "I AM" Light ...... "I AM" Life and 

"I AM" Most Thankful! 

As God's Most Holy Name ...... "I AM". 
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1-04 
CALI.. TO 1HE FlAME 

(Director only) 
Beloved Presence of God "I AM" in us; Oh Thou Beloved 

Immortal Victorious Three-fold Flame of Life, EXPAND Thyself 
within us, and in the fullness of Thy Divine Powers, raise us into the 
Mighty Perfection which Thou art. Blaze forth visible to the sight of 
all mankind, and enfold all within Thy dazzling Presence. May all 
mankind hear and obey Thy Mighty Command for Perfection to 
manifest NOW upon the Earth. Reveal Thy Eternal Law of Life -
the Mighty TRlITH and REALITY of Thine Own Self. Set all life 
FREE, and hold Thy Dominion within us and all mankind forever. 
The Beloved Immortal Victorious Three-fold Flame of Almighty 
God is within each Holy Temple. Let all the life on Earth adore its 
Mighty Power and be at Peace -- in humble, willing, adoring, illumined 
Obedience to this -- our ONE SUPREME SOURCE OF LIFE! 

(Students - response) 
Through the Harmony of my True Being, I perceive and 

externalize every minute PERFECT HEAL TH in every cell and 
organ of my bodies. 

Through the Harmony of my True Being, I receive and 
exeternalize every minute GOD SUPPLY in limitless abdundance -
filling my every need. 

Through the Harmony of my True Being, I create and 
externalize every minute an AURA OF PERFECT PEACE AND 
HARMONY which acts as a natural conductor of God's Will to all 
life wherever "I AM". 

Through the Harmony of my True Being, I perceive and 
externalize every minute the WILL OF THE FATHER in Under
standing, Illumination and Freedom. 
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1-05 
VEDANTIC PRAYER 

(New Age) 

Book of Ceremony 

Oh, Thou Infinite Holy Presence of God, the Divine Source 
of all Life; Hallowed be Thy Sacred Name! We bow before Thee in 
Gratitude, Praise. and Thanksgiving for Thy Supreme Presence in 
the Universe -- because Thou art "I AM"! 

We return to Thee, Almighty One, all the Power and Dominion 
we have ever vested in any imperfect manifestation, visible or invisible, 
for Thou art the All-Power of the Universe and there is no other 
Power that can act! Let Thy Will be done in and through us NOW!
Let Thy Kingdom of God Consciousness be manifest across the 
face of this Earth through the heart flames of all who are so blessed 
as to live upon It now. 

Oh, Supreme Beloved One, as we lift our hearts, our vision, 
our consciousness toward Thee, release the Substance of Thyself 
to us, each according to our requirements, that as we move forward 
in Thy Name, and upon Thy Service, we shall not be found 
wanting! 

We ask forgiveness for all the transgressions of Thy Law of 
Love and Harmony, both for ourselves and all mankind, the Forces 
of the Elemental Kingdom, and the Kingdom of Nature. Endow us 
now with Thy Power and Desire to so forgive all who have ever 
caused us distress back unto the very beginning of time. 

Because we are One with Thee, we fear no evil, for there is 
no power apart from Thee. Thou Art the Strength and the Power 
by which we move ever in the Path of Righteousness -- and NOW -
Oh Father of Light -- show us the FULL GLORY we had with Thee 
in the beginning before even this world was ..... SO BE IT! 
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1 - 0 6 

"I AM" THE DIVINE IMAGE OF GOD! 

"I AM" the Divine Image of God manifesting 
Perfection in my being and world, and for the chil
dren of God, everyone, everywhere, in His Su
preme Name, FOREVER! 

Wherever "I AM" my very Presence in the 
Universe is a constant outpouring and release of 
God Life and Light; God Truth and God Freedom to 
all I con tact, every day, in every way! (3X) 

1 - 0 7 

"MYSTIC UNION" AFFIRMATION 

"I AM" ALIVE, ALERT, AWAKE and ACTIVE! 
in my mind, body, feeling world and affairs and 
I ACCEPT the "MYSTIC UNION" of my consciousness 
with that of THE COSMIC CHRIST! (3X) 

FOOTNOTE:(Which applies to the above two Affirmations) 
To be given three (3) times - firstly for ourselves, in 

dividually expressing the Divine Image of God ; secondly 
for all chelas of Light, as a group expression of the Divine 
Image of God; and thirdly for the Family of Man - man 1 -

festing itself as the Divine Image of God as a Race. Th u ~ 
we progress from individual expressions of God to a wor ld 
wide expression of God, unifying with and giving power 
to the Perfection in all life. 
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1-08 
"I AM" A CHIID OF GOD 

"I AM'' a Child of God on the return journey in consciousness 
to the House of my Father. I do believe and accept my inevitable, 
instantaneous, miraculous and complete transformation into Christ 
Consciousness. 

Until I reach that Cosmic moment in my life "I AM" 
PURIFYING! PURIFYING! PURIFYING! 

my human consciousness with Sacred Fire through every thought, 
feeling, word, action and reaction in my life. 

"I AM" building a life in Christ Consciousness. (3X) 

I accept this for my life and for all life, as the Child of God, 
which "I AM". 

1-09 
CONSECRATION TO EXPANDING TI-IE LIGHT 

In the full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence 
of God "I AM" and the Holy Christ Selves of all mankind ... in the 
Consecration of our lifestreams we call to You, BELOVED KENICH 
AHAN, Guardian of the Flame of Light Eternal: 

COME NOW! COME NOW! COME NOW! and 
• EXPAND! EXPAND! and forever EXPAND! the Light Pattern 

within each and every electron of our lifestreams unto the fulfillment 
of our Divine Plan! (*3X) 

We accept this as Beings of Light - - - AS GOD'S MOST HOLY 
NAME - "I AM"! 
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1 - 1 0 

AFFIRMATION OF DEDICATION AND 
CONSECRATION 

0 Thou Mighty Supreme Source of all Life, "I AM"! As I 
enter deep within the Balancing Flame of LOVE, WISDOM and 
POWER within my Heart, I consciously ACCEJYI' TIIEE as the 
Creator and Giver of all things, and that Thou Art in all Life, and 
I KNOW that "I AM" is the LIGHT OF 1HE WORLD! 

I relinquish NOW, in Thy Name, and in the Name of 
the Beloved GAUTAMA, LORD of the WORLD, all the power 
I have ever given to the outer self; all the power I have ever given 
to others; all the power I have ever given to the shadows I have 
created! 

I DEDICATE and CONSECRATE my conscious 
mind and feelings to knowing that as I think, speak, and walk, 
the PRESENCE OF GOD within me is widening the BORDERS 
of THY KINGDOM! 

"I AM" A LIGHT BEARER! 
"I AM" 1HE LIGHT OF 1HE WORLD! 

"I AM" the Master Presence grown to full stature; clothed 
with the Immortal Victorious Three-fold Flame of God "I AM" 
and through the Power of the Almighty Presence of God "I AM"! 

IHAVESPOKEN!IHAVEDECREED!and 
I HA VE COMMANDED WITH AUTHORITY! .... for 
"I AM" THAT "I AM" within these Invocations! 
"I AM" THAT "I AM" within these Affirmations! 
"I AM" THAT "I AM" within this Cosmic Power 
supplying, sustaining and fulfilling it each hour! 

AS HIS HOLY NAME ... "I AM" 
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1-11 
THE FLAME OF LIFE 

(Given as a visualization or a softly spoken Affirmation) 

"I AM" a Being of Flame and "I AM" Its Light. 
"I AM" a part of an Activity designed to reaquaint 

all mankind with their Flame and their Light. 

"I AM" the Flame which is the Vibration of the 
Godhead. "I AM" the Flame which is the cohesive Love 
which holds the sun and stars in place. "I AM" the Flame 
whose power projects Light Rays from the Sun. "I AM" 
the Flame which fills all the Universe with the Glory of 
Itself. 

"I AM" the Flame, the animating Principle of Life. 
Wherever "I AM" there is God Activity. "I AM" the Alpha 
and Omega of Creation. "I AM" the beginning and "I AM" 
the end of manifestation. all externalization. For "I AM" 
the Flame, which is the Source of all and into which all 
returns. 

The Flame which "I AM" is a Power. The Flame 
which "I AM" is a Substance. The Flame which "I AM" is 
an Intelligence. The Flame which "I AM" is the all of 
everything: energy, vibration and consciousness in Action, 
ever fulfilling the Divine Plan of Creation. The Flame which 
"I AM" shall restore this planet Earth and set Her Free 
Eternally. 
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1-11 Continued 

The Flame which "I AM" is a fourth dimensional 
Activity. The Flame which ··1 AM'' is the Higher Law of God 
come to assert Its full Dominion over all the lesser laws 
of the third dimensional world of man. It is Master over 
every vibration less than Itself. It is all Loving. all Know
ing. and all Powerful and "! AM" that Flame in action 
amongst men. 

Within the Flame which "! AM" is every good and 
perfect thing; every thought and feeling the God Parents 
have ever had for the Blessing of Their Creation. This 
Perfection is externalized as Light. Within the Flame is the 
seed of all things and within the Light is the full mani
festation of all things. "I AM" the Flame and "I AM" Its 
Light. 

The Flame which "!AM" is available like air or water. 
It is everywhere present. available to those who perceive 
It and accept It. This is my reason for Being -- the Flame 
and the Light embodied in a form acceptable to mankind. 
"I AM" the Flame. again reaching the withering souls of 
man. filling them with Light ..... the substance of myself. 
my Holy Self. "I AM" embodied for this reason and no 
other. 

For " I AM" a part of an Activity designed to 
reaquaint all mankind with their Flame and their Light. 

"I AM" a Being of Flame and "I AM" Its Light 
"I AM" the Flame of Life. 
"I AM" that "I AM". 
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1 - 1 2 

GREATER PRESENCE IN ACTION 

(To be used regularly and/or for specific problems 
in the chela' s life or service - especially if the 
chelas has been thrown off center by a problem) 

In the Name of the magnificent Flame of Life 
"I AM" and the Beloved Ascended Masters, 
Whom I have embodied to serve, I do now affirm 
that in all areas of life and service: 

"I AM" relinquishing self and human 
will (3X) 

As the embodied Flame "I AM" ..... 

I KNOW there is a greater Power than 
myself in action here (3X) 

I KNOW there is a greater Wisdom than 
myself in action here (3X) 

I KNOW there is a greater Love than 
myself in action here (3X) 

I know th i s is the Victory of the Light in 
Action through me! I accept this as the Truth in all 
areas of my life and service. "I AM" that Greater 
Presence here in action .... . "! AM" that " I AM" ..... 

SO BE IT! ... BELOVED "I AM"! 
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SECl10N2 

PROTECl10N AND FAinl 

2-01 
MANTlE OF LIGHT DECREE 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM" in me, I gratefully acknow
ledge in my mind and accept in my feelings the living Reality of 
Your Mantle of Electronic Light Substance enfolding me in a blazing 
aura of ever-expanding protection. 

From within Thy Cosmic Heart I feel the pulsation of the 
Flame of Divinity, the Presence of The Christ radiating through my 
consciousness . . . through which flows at all times the virtues, 
qualities and blessings from God - - and His Messengers - - to me 
and through me to all Life everywhere. 

I also acknowledge and accept the mighty armor of Light 
and invincible momentum of Faith so lovingly offered to me by 
Archangel Michael and my own Angel of Protection (name). And 
with the loving conviction of Lord Michael, I decree: 

The Light of God never fails (3X) 
I live this day in God Light (3X) 
God is in control wherever "I AM" (3X) 

THE HARMONY OF MY TRUE BEING 
IS MY ULTIMATE PROTECTION 

I do now invoke the added assistance of God's magnificent 
First Ray: Of Beloved Hercules and Holy Amazon, Beloved Lord 
Michael, Beloved Lord Conrad, Beloved Micah and Beloved 
El Morya to keep this ACTMlY OF LIGHT sustained around me 
and my world so that only the WILL OF GOD may manifest in all 
my activities, in all places and at all times! 

I make this call 
As God's most Holy Name, "I AM". 
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2-02 
CROSSOFBLUEFlAMEPROTEcnON 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM'' in us and Beloved Archangel 
Michael, WE LOVE YOU! 

Send Your Angels with the Swords of Blue Flame and 

Cur US FREE! (9X, rapidly) 

all at the Central Focus of the Spiritual Hierarchy on Long Island, 
all under this Radiation and especially the Younger Generation 
and their Parents; our physical, etheric, mental and emotional vehicles, 
our auras, worlds, activities and affairs from all NOT OF THE 
LIGHT! in, through and around, or driven against us! 

cur US FREE! (9X, rapidly) 

from every line of force that connects us with imperfection of any 
kind . .. and send Your BLUE FLAME to DISSOLVE each line of 
FORCE to its END! 

PUT YOUR CROSS OF BLUE FLAME in front of us, in 
back of us, on either side, above and below us, and 

SEAL! SEAL! SEAL! 

us within Your CROSS OF BLUE FLAME now and FOREVER! 

WE SO DECREE IT ... 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME ... "I AM"! 
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2-03 

THE ARMOR OF BLUE FLAME PROTECTION 

In the Name, Power and Authority of the 
Presence of God '~I AM" within my heart and 
within the hearts of all mankind ..... 

We call to you, Beloved Archangel Michael, 
Beloved Conrad and all your Legions of Protec
tion to enfold us, all The Bridge to Spiritual 
Freedom chelas and all students of Light every
where, in Your Armor of BLUE FLAME! Charge 
and qualify it with your full gathered Cosmic 
momentum of Faith in God! 

We also ask You to 

INTENSIFY! INTENSIFY! INTENSIFY! (3X) 

Your powers of Protection around the Sacred 
Focus of Shamballa, our co-servers there, and all 
Sanctuaries of Light around this planet, and all 
co-servers in those localities. 

Feeling the Power of God's First Ray ..... we 
accept this call fulfilled 

AS HIS MOST HOLY NAME, "I AM". 
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2-04 

INVINCIBLE GUARD OF MIGHTY HERCULES 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM" in me, 
Beloved Mighty Hercules, Elohim of the First Ray 

SEAL! SEAL! SEAL! 

*(all children, youth and young people on the 
planet) in Your Herculean Love, Energy and 
Invincible Protection from all human creation. 

"I AM" MIGHTY HERCULES' INVINCIBLE 
GUARD ......... (3X) 

established, sustained, and maintained over them 
and their worlds and all that is of the LIGHT 
thoughout the world. NOW and FOREVER. 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME ..... "! AM". 

(and/or) * 
1. As is 
2. All chelas of Light everywhere 
3. Shamballa, the Heart Center of this 

Activity of Light 
4. All mankind 
5. The Government of the United States 
6. All requiring Healing this day 
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2-05 
A DECIARATION OF FAI1H 

In the Name of the Prince of the Heavenly Host, Lord 
Michael, and the magnificent Lady Faith, I AFFIRM my faith that 
GOD'S FIRST CAUSE is PERFECTION FOR ALL THINGS! 

By living, moving and breathing the Reality of that FIRST 
CAUSE, I CREATE THE OPPORTUNilY FOR THE COSMIC 
FAITH OF GOD TO HAVE ITS NATURAL EFFECT THROUGH 
MY LIFESTREAM. 

"I AM" consecrated to projecting my deep inner conviction 
of "GOD REALilY'' onto the screen of Life around me, until It 
stands forth as a living example of God's Faith in man ... and until 
all men so choose to return their faith to God. 

"I AM" an open door for God's Limitless Faith in man and 
man's returning Faith in God. 

SO BE IT, BELOVED "I AM". 
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2-06 

THE SHAMBALLA DECREE 

I speak from the Three-fold Flame in the Hearts 
of all mankind and I invoke the help of all As 
cended Beings concerned with the physical focus 
of Shamballa. 

* "I AM" THE RESURRECTION AND THE LIFE OF 
GOD'S PERFECTION FOR THE PHYSICAL FOCUS OF 

SHAMBALLA AND ALL CONCERNED WITH IT IN 

ANY WAY! NOW MADE MANIFEST AND SUS

TAINED BY GRACE! SEALED IN SERAPIS BEY'S 

ASCENSION FLAME AND VICTORY'S VICTORIOUS 

CHRIST ACCOMPLISHMENT! (*3X) 

SO BE IT ...... BELOVED "I AM"! 
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DECREE FOR BELOVED SIRIUS 
for the WILL OF GOD 

2-07 

With all the Power of the Beloved Presence of 
God "I AM" within our hearts, and the Holy Christ 
Selves of all mankind, we invoke the Great Being 
of Light, Beloved Sirius, to COME FORTH NOW! 
Come Blessed One! Intensify within us the Hu
mility and Dignity which is Yours to command 
within the Perfect Will of God! Send Your Legions 
of Light into the atmosphere of Earth to activate 
in all life the Power and Majesty that manifest 
when we seek only the will of God within our life 
expressions. 

We open our hearts and minds to the inflow 
of God's Will within our lives, and as one mighty 
voice we command: 

MAY THE WILL OF GOD BE MANIFEST NOW FOR 
ALL LIFE ON PLANET EARTH! (3X) 

For the answer to this and our every call to the 
LIGHT OF GOD THAT IS ETERNALLY VICTORIOUS, 
we give our Love and Gratitude! 

As God's Most Holy Name "I AM" ! 
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SECTION 3 

IAW OF FORGIVENESS 
nIE SACRED FIRES OF 

PURIFICATION AND TRANSMUTATION 

~ 

IAW OF FORGIVENESS 

Section 3 

3-01 

With all the Power of the Beloved Presence of God "I AM", 
and the Ray of Eternal Love of Beloved Kwan Yin, Goddess of 
Mercy and Compassion, 

I FORGIVE! I FORGIVE! I FORGIVE! 

every person, place, condition or thing that may have wronged me 
in any way, at any time, for any reason whatsoever, and I now 
LOVE FREE all debts owed to me by Life everywhere. 

I do now invoke the Law of Forgiveness for myself and all 
mankind, for all the misuse of God's Holy Energy and the Elemental 
Kingdom since the beginning of time. 

FORGIVE ME! FORGIVE ME! FORGIVE ME! 

and as I am forgiven, I send forth a gift of Love to balance all debts 
to Life I have ever created which yet remain unpaid. 

"I AM" grateful for the Law of Forgiveness, to love Life free 
from the Wheel of Karma before it can act, manifest or longer be 
sustained. 

It is done . .. as "I AM" God in action 
AS HIS MOST HOLY NAME "I AM". 
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3-02 

PRAYER TO BELOVED KWAN YIN 

In the Name of The Infinite Presence of God "I AM", 
and through the Magnetic Power of the Sacred Fire vested in me 
and in all mankind: 

We send our deepest feelings of love and gratitude to 
the magnificent Cosmic Spirit of Mercy for Your Service in 
transmuting all discordantly qualified substance back into its 
natural God-estate of ABSOLUTE PERFECTION. 

To our Beloved Kwan Yin - Goddess of Mercy -
Whose service to life is consciously directing the Flame of 
God's Infinite Mercy to all imprisoned life everywhere, we 
humbly bow! Enfold us and the mankind of Earth, in Your 
Loving Presence and transmute by the Violet Fire of Mercy 
and Compassion all the wrongs we have ever caused against any 
part of Life; Human, Angelic, Elemental or Divine, either 
through acts of commission or omission. We ask that our 
misuse of energy, right back unto the very beginning of time, 
be completely transmuted into Light so that we may all be 
allowed the full freedom to arise and become the MANIFEST 
EXAMPLE OF OUR OWN HOLY CHRIST SELVES IN 
ACTION - right here, in this physical appearance world! 

Direct Mercy's Flame in, through and around all of 
our loved ones, and transmute all misqualified life which we 
have drawn into our worlds, consciously or unconsciously - as 
well as all misqualified energies which have been drawn 
within and around our sweet Earth Itself. Help us to feel, and 
experience for ourselves, the joyous cleansing of all misquali
fied energy which lives in, through and around us. 

Beloved Patroness of The Household, we ask that 
You now re-establish the Ritual of the Sacred Fire in every 
home upon the Planet. Walk the face of this Earth! Go into 
every home and kindle within the occupants the FEELING of 
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the Flame of Mercy and Compassion for all Life. Help us to 
visualize every home on the Planet as a place of Light, and 
through the activity of the Sacred Fire, assist the Blessed Spirits 
of the Home to stand forth free from the effluvia imposed upon 
Them. We call to all the Lords of the Violet Flame, that come 
into the Earth's atmosphere, to go into dynamic action NOW to 
remove the causes and cores of imperfection which are coming 
to the fore, and replace these with the activities of the Holy 
Christ Self of every individual in embodiment at this time. 

We accept this call fulfilled, as the Holy Name of God 
"I AM"! 

3 - 0 3 
JOY OF FORGIVENESS 

Oh, Father of all Light and Mother of all 
Love, I invoke now Thy Daughter of Mercy and 
Compassion, Beloved Lady Kwan Yin, to flood my 
being with the JOYFUL experience of forgiveness. 

In Forgiving, I let go of all the effects of 
misused energies impinging on my life, of the 
ignorance, confusion and pain of this world. I 
have come to LOVE IT FREE and so I shall! 

This is now the heart center of my 
existence .. the joy of forgiving Life as it enters 
my awareness, setting it free into a higher vi
bration with the gifts of the Sacred Fire that You 
have given so freely into my keeping. 

I live in the Violet Embrace of my Holy 
Sister, Kwan Yin, and 

"I AM" THE JOY OF FORGIVENESS (3X) 

So be it, Beloved "I AM"! 
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3-04 

AFFIRMATION OF THE VIOLET FIRE 

MY WORLD IS A WORLD OF VIOLET FIRE! 
MY WORLD IS THE GOD-WORLD I DESIRE! 

MY BODY'S A PILLAR OF VIOLET FIRE! 
"I AM" THE PERFECTION THAT GOD DESIRES! 

OUR EARTH IS A PLANET OF VIOLET FIRE! 
OUR EARTH IS ALL THAT GOD DESIRES! 

(3X) 

3 - 0 5 

VIOLET FIRE OF FREEDOM'S LOVE 

*The Victorious Violet Fire of Freedom's Love now: 

HEALS our bodies! 
HARMONIZES and STABILIZES our feelings! 
ILLUMINES our consciousness! 
SETS US FREE! 
RAIS ING us in to full mastery over all hum an 

appearances, desires and feelings, NOW! and 
FOREVER and ETERNALLY SUSTAINED! (*3X) 

WE ACCEPT IT DONE!.. ... 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME ..... "I AM"! 
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3-06 
PURIFYING POWERS OF TI-IE SACRED FIRE 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM"! Mighty Astrea and Your 
Angels of the Circle of Cosmic Purity! ... 

Beloved Archangel Michael and Your Limitless Legions of 
the Fiery Blue Sword ... COME FORTii NOW and 

BLAZE YOUR CURRENTS OF COSMIC LIGHT (3X) 

into the cause and core of all destructive effluvia in, through and 
around •the planet Earth, and 

CUT IT FREE! (9X, quick tempo) 

Beloved Lord Zadkiel: 

ENCIRCLE THAT CORE WITH VIOLET FIRE UNTIL IT'S 
TRANSMUTED INTO GOD'S DESIRE. (9X) 

In the Name of Life "I AM" we know it is accomplished 
even as we call! 

SOBE IT! 

•Any person, place, condition or thing of current import. 
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3-07 
LIGHT DESCEND DECREE 

In the Name, Power and Authority of the Almighty Presence 
of God "I AM", Beloved Alpha and Omega, Beloved Helios and 
Vesta, the Spiritual Hierarchy at Shamballa and all great Beings, 
Powers and Legions of Light serving the planet Earth . . . WE 
INVOKE THE LIGHT OF GOD THAT NEVER FAILS! . .. and the 
COSMIC PEACE that passeth the understanding of the human 
mind! Into •every nation on the Earth, 

LIGHT DESCEND! LIGHT DESCEND! 
LIGHT DESCEND, DESCEND, DESCEND! 

LIGHT DEFEND! LIGHT DEFEND! 
LIGHT DEFEND, DEFEND, DEFEND! 

LIGHT EXPAND! LIGHT EXPAND! 
LIGHT EXPAND, EXPAND, EXPAND! 

LIGHT COMMAND! LIGHT COMMAND! 
LIGHT COMMAND, COMMAND, COMMAND! 

LIGHT "I AM"! LIGHT "I AM"! 
LIGHT "I AM"! "I AM"! "I AM"! 

Decree: LIGHT (3X) LOVE (3X) PEACE (3X) 

With all the love of our hearts, we call the 1WELVE-FOLD 
ASPECT of DEITY from the Sun, functioning through the Cosmic 
Christ to this planet, to sustain a consciousness of invincible PEACE. 

We Affirm, Declare and Command the Divine Pattern and 
Plan for all that we have called forth, now made MANIFEST, 
PROCLAIMED, ESTABLISHED and ETERNALLY SUSTAINED 
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and MAINf AINED by the lWELVE-FOI..D ASPECT of the COSMIC 
CHRIST until the Earth is Free in her Ascension in Victorious 
Light. 

WE SO DECREE IT and accept it DONE 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME "I AM"! 

*(or any specific person, place, condition or thing requiring assist
ance) 

3-08 
SACRED TONE OF TI-IE SEVENlli RAY 

In the Name of the Presence of God, which "I AM"; through 
the magnetic Power of the Sacred Fire vested in me . . . 

I INVOKE! I INVOKE! I INVOKE! 

Powers of the SEVENTii RAY ... 

•Transmute, transmute by VIOLET FIRE 
All causes and cores not of God's Desire! 
"I AM" a being of cause alone ... 
That cause is LOVE, the SACRED TONE! (• 3X) 

I accept it done, as a Child of the SEVENTii RAY ... 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME "I AM"! 
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3-09 
REMOVING HUMAN CREATION 

In the full Power and Authority of the Be 
loved Presence of God "I AM" we call forth the As 
cended Master Presence of Beloved Mighty Astrea . 
OH, COSMIC LADY OF PURITY ..... WE LOVE YOU! 

SEAL, SEAL, SEAL us, all at the Central Focus 
of the Spiritual Hierarchy on Long Island, all under 
this radiation, the younger generation and their 
parents, and all mankind, in Your Cosmic Circle and 
sword of Blue Flame! 

With your Powers of Love and Light, close in 
upon and remove all barnacles of self, all psychic 
substance, all human creation, in, through and 
around or driven against us. 

*TRANSMUTE it all into the Ascended 
Masters' vibration of Love, Opulence, and Victory 
of the Light of God that NEVER FAILS TO PRODUCE 
PERFECTION. (*3X) 

We ACCEPT this Call FULFILLED ..... 
AS HIS HOLY NAME "I AM"! 

3 - 1 0 
LIVING WITHIN THE VIOLET FIRE 

OH, THOU BELOVED ASCENDED MASTER 
SAINT GERMAIN, Divine example of Spiritual 
Freedom to our Earth, we love you! 

SEAL! SEAL! SEAL us and the entire ten bil 
lion lifestreams evolving on our Earth, and every 
part of life, in a mighty PILLAR of Your VIOLET 
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FIRE of LOVE and FREEDOM! BLANKET the 
EARTH and its atmosphere in living VIOLET 
TRANSMUTING FLAME so that every part of Life 
may live, move, breathe and have its being truly 
in that VIOLET FIRE of Your Love that sets them, 
our Earth and every living thing free right now , 
for the VIOLET FIRE of FREEDOM'S LOVE ALWAYS 
MANIFESTS PURITY, FREEDOM AND 
PERFECTION ... and 

"I AM" THAT VIOLET F.IRE! (9X) 

3. 11 
INVOCATION TO THE POWERS OF 

SHAMBALLA 

In the Name of the Sacred Three-fold 
Flame which "I AM", and the Holy Christ Selves of 
all mankind, we call to the Powers of Light at 
Shamballa: LORD GAUTAMA, SANAT KUMARA, 
LORD MAITREYA. ............................. BELOVED HOLY 
TRIUMVIRATE. 

*RELEASE the Limitless Light and Cosmic 
Balance of the planetary Three-fold Flame in the 
perfect Love, Wisdom and Power of the Cosmic 
Christ, sweeping all Life into the Balanced Vibra
tion of Their Own Heart Flame. (*3X) 

We accept the full Power of Shamballa and 
the expanding Three-fold Flame in all mankind as 
the governing force of this Planet now! THE 
COSMIC CHRIST STANDS REVEALED! 

SO BE IT, BELOVED "I AM". 
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3-12 
Fill. MY WORID Willi VIOIET FIRE 

In the Name of the Almighty Presence of God which "I AM" 
and that of all mankind! Beloved Elohim Arcturus and Lady Diana, 
Archangel Zadkiel and Lady Holy Amethyst, Beloved Master 
Saint Germain and Lady Portia, and all serving the Seventh Ray of 
Violet Fire to our Earth. Great Powers of Purification and Spiritual 
Freedom serving on all the Seven Rays . .. come forth now with the 
Angels of Transmuting Fire to intensify the Violet Fire to our sweet 
Earth as we make this call: 

FILL •MY WORW Wm-I VIOLET FIRE UNTIL IT MANI· 
FESTS GOD'S DESIRE! (9X, quick tempo) 

We thank you and pour forth our eternal gratitude for the 
instantaneous answer to this and every call to LIGHT. 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME, "I AM". 

•Alternate with any of the following examples: 
1. All chelas 
2. All homes 
3. All governments 
4. Any nation, person, or condition of current import 
5. The Earth 
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3-13 
DECREE TO BELOVED LORD SHRI MAGRA 

(Ancient Lord of the World, Cosmic Being of Great Light) 

In the Name of the Presence of God "I AM", we call to You, 
Beloved Lord Shri Magra and Your Angelic Legions of Light serving 
in the astral plane . .. we invoke your Rays of Violet Lightning in 
the fulfillment of this decree: 

*POWERS OF LIGHT! POWERS OF LIGHT! 
POWERS OF LIGHT! COME FORTH NOW! 

Bl.AZE THE LIGHT OF GOD THROUGH OUR BEINGS. (3X) 

EXPAND THAT LIGHT! (3X) to dissolve the shadows of 
human creation in the astral realm. (* 3X) 

We ask that you keep our call sustained, all powerfully 
active and ever expanding; until the emotional realms of this planet 
are only pure God qualities. 

We so DECREE IT as an active co-server with The Great 
White Brotherhood. 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME "I AM"! 
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MASS KARMA 

In the Name of the Almighty Presence of God 
"I AM" and of the Creative Fire pulsating in every 
human heart 

Beloved Archangel Zadkiel, Beloved Holy 
Amethyst, all Your Angels and Legions of the Order 
of Zadkiel and all Who serve on the Seventh Ray -

"I AM" "I AM" "I AM" 

*We invoke Your full-gathered Cosmic Mo
mentum of PURIFICATION and TRANSMUTATION 
by the Violet Fire of Freedom's Love, to SWEEP (3X) 
through all the mass karma of the races upon 
the Earth from the beginning of time and we 
COMMAND (3X) it's vibratory action to be raised 
into that of the Ascension Flame! (* 3X) 

We so decree it and accept it done, as God's 
Most Holy Name "I AM". 
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SECTION 4 

LOVE, MERCY, GRATITUDE, PEACE 
AND GIFTS OF TIIE HOLY SPIRIT 

COMFORT 

Section 4 

4-01 

COME, HOLY SPIRIT, COME: BRING US THY LOVE! 

Magnificent AEolus, serving the Heavens as a Son of Love; 
Beloved Paul, Maha Chohan, the Cup of Holy Spirit for this planet; 
All the Brothers and Sisters of the Holy Spirit at the Temple of the 
Cosmic Dove at Shamballa ........ . 

In the Name of the LMNG GOD we draw forth the Tongues 
of Flame of your Comfort ...... the surcease of all pain and distress 
which is Yours to offer ..... to all men, women and children; all 
nature, animal and elemental kingdoms; all Angels yet pinioned 
and bound by form. 

Let there be COMFORT. Let there be an end to all pain 
and distress now, as the Power of the Sacred Fire and Love of the 
Holy Spirit take command of the evolutions of this planet. Sustain 
the Peace and Comfort of the Holy Spirit forever. Make us living 
disciples of Your COMFORT to all Life and grant us Your magnificent 
Love in our hearts. 

Humbly we accept this, as the Presence of God embodied, 
"I AM"! 
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4-02 
POWER OF LOVE AFFIRMATION 

Oh, Beloved Supreme Presence within all Life, into Thy 
Eternal Heart of Love do I immerse myself now and forever. I 
consciously surrender my vehicles to be merged with the Love 
Nature of Thy Being until "I AM" a pure Focus of Love - - a living 
jewel in Your Crown of Adoration. 

The path I walk in life leads only to Love. My physical body 
filled with Love becomes shining and invincible. My etheric vehicle 
radiating Love transmutes the past. Love in my mind insures 
expression of Your Divine Thoughts. Love in my feelings reaffirms 
that God is the only Power acting. 

As "I AM" thinking, feeling and remembering only Love, I 
know that the Cosmic Christ is working through me - - radiating 
forth all the children of Love -- Peace, Contentment, Tenderness, 
Happiness, Security, Health and Opulence - - to Life which I have 
promised to Love free. 

In this awakened consciousness of Love, my spirit becomes 
Holy Spirit and "I AM" the Love of my Father-Mother God reaching 
out to claim Its Own! In Love, I magnetize all God's Blessings to 
me and in Love, I radiate these blessings forth to Life around me. 
"I AM" the Spirit of Love permeating form until all Is drawn back 
into the indivisible Whole. 

I feel the pulse beat of Love in all Life and the continuity of 
Love in all experiences I have ever known. It is all Love. 

I was born out of Love. "I AM" evolving through Love. 
shall AsceRd back into Love. 

"I AM" ALL LOVE and "I AM" grateful. 
So be it! Beloved "I AM"! 
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4-03 
PRAYER OF A DISCIPLE OF THE HOLY 

SPIRIT 

Through the balanced Activity of Life "I 
AM" ... I direct my attention to You, Beloved 
AEolus, Cosmic Holy spirit, and to You, Beloved 
Maha Chohan, the Representative of the Holy 
Spirit on this Earth, and I humbly invoke Your 
Radiant Light through my being 
to .................................................................................. ................. . 
*PURIFY, ILLUMINE and TRANSFIGURE my four 
lower garments ... (*3X) so that they be now 
fitting vehicles, serv ing their purpose on this 
Planet through which I, as a disciple of the 
Holy Spirit, A M a Focus of the Light of the 
Father- Moth er God, as I continue my journey 
on this Ear th in fulfillment of the Divine Plan. 

My Ligh t i s daily and hourly increasing . . (3X) 
until "I AM" ONE with my Seamless Garment of 
Light working through the flesh in this embodi
ment , to further serve the Supreme Source, the 
Animating Principle of Life "I AM" - "- throughout 
Infinity! 

"I AM" the Fire Breath of the Almighty ..... and 
I now consciously enter the Flaming Presence of 
the Holy Spirit Whose Sacred Essence of the Holy 
Breath flows to and through me in a constant, 
rhythmic pulsation. 

I make this AFFIRMATION .......... as the 
PRESENCE OF GOD, which - "I AM"! 
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DISPENSATION OF BELOVED HOLY AEOLUS 

In the Full Power and Authority of the 
Beloved Presence of God "I AM" and of Beloved 
AEolus the Cosmic Holy Spirit, we make this call 
to the Celestial Giver of ALL LIFE, that no longer 
may the electronic substance of the universe be 
misqualified or imperfectly clothed. 

We invoke a COSMIC DISPENSATION 
wherein the electrons will be INVULNERABLY 
CHARGED WITH PERFECTION'S FLAME IN ACTION 
and passing through mankind's vehicles which are 
the open doors to its expression in the physical 
world, the electronic Light will remain within an 
invincible armor of Love, emitting perfection, but 
allowing none of the discord of the lower vehicles 
to change the vibratory action, color or sound of its 
COMFORTING PRESENCE ...... WE ACCEPT THIS CALL 
FULFILLED, AS HIS HOLY NAME, "I AM". 

4 - 0 5 
THE FEELING OF HOLY SPIRIT 

Beloved "I AM" Presence, the God Reality of 
all mankind; Beloved Holy AEolus and Beloved 
Lord Maha Chohan Paul: 

I invoke a RAY OF FORCE from Your Heart 
into the feeling world of every unascended being, 
in or out of embodiment. Send the pulse-beat of 
Your Heart, the feeling of the Holy Spirit to be 
released and intensified in each one, becoming the 
dominant radiation in the feeling nature of all 
people. 
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CHARGE! CHARGE! CHARGE! the feeling nature of all 
mankind with the Power and Grace of lliE HOLY SPIRIT. 
(3X) 

See that all action is precipitated into form with the pressure 
of Your feeling behind and through it, ever sustaining the mani
festation of LOVE, on this Earth, which is lliE HOLY SPIRIT. 

We accept this eternally sustained and every expanding. 

AS GOD IN ACTION, WHICH "I AM". 

4-06 
FIAME OF COSMIC PEACE 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence of 
God "I AM" ... We call to the Beloved Elohim of Peace, Tranquility 
and Pacifica; Beloved Surya and all the Brothers and Sisters of 
Peace, Lady AEoel, all the Angels and Legions of Peace: 

•SWEEP YOUR FLAME OF COSMIC PFACE 
lliROUGH ALL MANKIND TODAY ..... 
LET IT REDEEM EVERY HUMAN BEING 
BY GOD'S TRANSFORMING LOVE RAY. 

We ACCEPT this Call fulfilled . . ... 
AS HIS HOLY NAME . . . . .. "I AM"! 
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CALL FOR PEACE 

Centered within the Immortal Flame of Life 
"I AM", I come before the Throne of the Most 
High Living God to speak on behalf of the Family 
of Man, who demands that Christ Consciousness 
MANIFEST NOW as the directing force in all human 
relationships. I speak as one who affirms that 
Love is the only power that can act in removing 
the conflict that divides us one from the other. 
As we are One in the body of God, let each/eel 
that Oneness, the Peace Giving Presence of God "I 
AM" within their minds and feelings. May God's 
Peace enfold All Life and may all aggressive 
behavior be transmuted and dissolved by the 
currents of Violet Fire flowing to and through us at 
all times . 

I call to all Beings of Light concerned with 
the evolution of Life on this Planet to expand and 
sustain this call, for 

"I AM" 
PEACE 

A SHINING EXAMPLE OF GOD'S 
TO ALL LIFE! (3X) 

AND "I AM" GRATEFUL! ...... 

SO BE IT, BELOVED "I AM"! 

NOIB: 
W e ask that you give this call daily in your private 

meditations and in weekly classes. Thank you . 
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4-08 
PEACE OF A PERFECT SIEEP 

By the Magnetic Power of the Supreme Flame of Peace 
within our hearts ..... 

"I AM"! ... "I AM"! .. . "I AM"! ... 

Oh Powers of Mercy, Comfort and Peace, ENDOW US 
NOW WITH THY PEACE OF A PERFECT SLEEP attuning our 
four lower bodies to the Balance and Peace of our own Three
fold Flame and the God qualities of the Ascended Master Retreats 
we are privileged to visit in projected consciousness, while asleep. 

In Your great Mercy and Compassion endow every soul 
living on the planet with the Peace of a Perfect Sleep .... the 
quieting of the mental and emotional bodies in slumber, allowing 
the acceleration of their own spiritual unfoldment. 

As a living disciple of HOLY SPIRIT, we offer our vehicles 
to be channels of Peace into those around us, so Your blessing 
may reach all Life everywhere. 

WE SO DECREE IT, 
AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME, "I AM"! 
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4-09 
THE POWER OF GRATIUDE 

Oh Beloved Flame of "I AM" in my Heart, OPEN AND 
EXPAND (3X) in me the feeling of Loving Gratitude, for this is 
the only Power in the Universe that can accept the Master's Flame. 
This feeling of Loving Gratitude is for me the basis of me Being. 
Without Their Radiation in my life, I would again be lost in the veil 
of maya. "I AM" Grateful to have found the Path of Sacred Fire 
which shall see me Home into the Heart of God. "I AM" Grateful 
to have the Ascended Masters' Protection, Love and Wisdom to 
see the Path and stay upon It. "I AM" Grateful that I have truly 
Found my reason for Being; no longer a seeker, but a Founder. In 
this finding, I have found the deepest Peace in my soul. Even if my 
day to day experiences are difficult, I can always return to this 
Peace on the Path of Sacred Fire. That I have found all of this or 
that It has found me, 

"I AM" ORA TEFUL (3X) "JAM" so very Grateful. 
SO BE IT! Beloved "I AM" 

4-10 
REVERENCE FOR LIFE 

In the Name of the Presence of God "I AM", as a 
developing chela on the Path of Light of the Ascended Masters, 
I place MY ALL on the Altar of Life. I bow within my 
Heart in deep Reverence to all Life. I bow in reverence 
to God, the Universal "I AM" Presence of Whom "I AM" 
one cell and Who sustains me continuously. I bow in 
Reverence to the Masters within the Great White 
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Brotherhood and the Spiritual Hierarchy Who 
govern the development of this planet and Who 
have taken more than ordinary interest in my 
lifestream because of my potential for service. "I 
AM" grateful and I love Each and every One of 
these Masters. Before these august Beings , "I AM" 
in breathless Adoration . I bow in Reverence es 
pecially before Beloved * - - - - - - - Whose 
Ascended Master Consciousness particularly as
sists me at this time . 

I also bend the knee in Reverence for the 
Life within the Angelic and Elemental Kingdoms 
Who form the environment around me, seen and 
unseen, and Whose service sustains my existence 
on this planet. I love you Blessed Spirits of Light. 
I also bow in Reverence before the Divine Life 
within each of my fellow men, for they too are on 
the path toward thei r own Spiritual Freedom and 
without the Light of each one . the Divine Plan could 
not fully manifest for this planet. 

"I AM" EXPANDING (3X) 

my deep Reverence for all Life 

SO BE IT! In humble, obedient Grat i tude , .... .. .... . . . 
Beloved "I AM". 

*Insertion: The Master with Whom you or your 
group are working with at present or the 
Hierarch of the Retreat of the Month or ·the 
Sponsor of your Sanctuary or locality. 
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4-11 
CENTER OF MY UNIVERSE 

A. Visualization preceeding the Affirmation. 

The Center of our Universe is the Sacred Flame of .. 1 ,.ur in 

the Heart. Our Universe is every person. place, condition and thing 

in our lives; conscious or unconscious, past or present, throllgh ob

vious choice or through karmic lial>ility. Within our Heurt Flame, 

we can love our (Jniverse free of all luwer ene1:qies and thus set 

outselves free; as well as assisting tlwforward progress ofetwry other 

'puint' in our Universe. This Affirmation is to open up the cfwnnel 

for the control of our worlcl l>!J the Cosmic Force of Love flowing 

through the Three-fold Flame in our Heart. in.<;tead of us being a vic

tim to the circumstance in our worlds, in our Unillerse. Visualize 

yourselves in the center of your Unfrerse with ever!J per.<;on, place, 

condition or thing in orbit around the Heart Plame: some close, some 

at a great distance. Visualize each one receiving a Ray of Force from 

the Love Flame in your Heart. In every ca.<;e this Love is a greater 

Force than the energy of tlwt person, place, condition or thing. Feel 

this activity of Lovin!J Free every point in your Unfoerse, from Its 

center, the J-Ieart Flame of Love. Norv. remaining itt this state of con

sciousness, let us give this Affirmation to,qether, slmi•ly: 

B. Affirmation: 

.. , AM .. the Center of My Universe {3X) (pause) 

.. l AM" a Force of Love to all lts points (3X) (pause) 

.. , AM" the Fu~roominion of Love in Action through 
me (3X) (pause) 

.. I AM" the Complete Mastery of Love over every 
vibration less than Itself (3X) (pause) 
"I AM" Free ..... "I AM" Free ..... 00! AM" Eternally Free. 

SO BE ITI Beloved .. , AM .. 
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4-12 
THE HAND OF GOD 

In the Name of the Father-Mother God "I AM". as 
Their True Son. the Arisen Christ ... 

"I AM" the Flame of Holy Spirit in Action (3X) 
"I AM" the Sacred Fire Breath of God (3X) 
.... charged through me, loving life Free. 

As a Disciple of Holy Spirit. I have come to set right 
the vibratory action of all energy and substance in my 
world and in all the world . As a Disciple of Holy Spirit. "I 
AM" the Sacred HAND OF GOD, moving through this world. 
instantly re-establishing Divinit y wherever this Sacred Fire 
is applied. I invite. invoke. focus. concentrate. manifest 
and sustain the Flame. "I AM" a director of the Flame and 
"I AM" humble before Its Magnificent Presence. grateful 
to unleash Its Power of Love on the Earth ..... . (pause) ...... 

"I AM" the Hand of God. CHARGING (3X) the 
Electronic Substance in through and around .. ............ . 
with ....... ... ..... ( 3 times). 

In Oneness of Consciousness with the Holy Christ 
Self of all involved. "I AM" the Cause of this Blessing of 
Holy Spirit; "I AM" the Bridge over which It flows; and 
"I AM" Its final effects of Divnity re--established. the Divine 
Plan manifest in the world of form. 

So be it. as the Holy Spirit in Action. "I AM". 

4· 12 continued next page 
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4· 1Z Continued 

Footnote: 

1st INSERTION: a person, place, condition or thing requiring 
assLo;tance. eg. ourselves, our Sanctuaries, someone needing lleal
ing. a f.IOVernment leader, etc. 

2nd INSERTION: the Divine Quality of the God-head required 

/or that situation. ey. Pwity, lllumi11ation, Healing, Supply, Protec

tio11, etc. 
Call for each activity and its required Quality three times,. then 

pause and visualize the next activity. You may do this for as many 

acti1..1Uies desired, but visualize a11d feel the PURPOSE of each call 

with great Clwity, so a.'i to focus and concentrate the Sacrecl Flame 

with the greatest accuracy and Power. Vitmalize yourself individually 
or ,u; a group ........ as the Fiery I-land of God, the Holy Spirit in Ac
tion ....... moving into each person or situation an cl setting that 

subsiunce right! Be the Master Power in Action! 

For a /idler explanation of this activity, see the A.ssimilation and 
E.qJ£msion of the Electronic Patient for .June 198.5, given l>y John, 

the Beloved. 

Section Ii 
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DECREE FOR GRACE 

From the heart of the Three-fold Flame "I 
AM" in me and in all mankind, I invoke Beloved 
AEolus, the Cosmic Holy Spirit, Beloved Archangel 
Uriel, and Beloved Lady Donna Grace to assist me 
in maintaining a constant feeling and expression 
of Grace. 

I let go of all outer expression and open 
myself as a chalice to be filled with the Grace 
of God. I make no demands. My outer self is silent 
and in this state of Listening Grace, I perceive 
the Divine Plan taking form even as I speak. I rec
ognize the Presence of God in All Life and I invoke 
the gift of the Grace of the Holy Spirit to saturate 
the consciousness of all mankind, lifting us ever 
higher until we are ONE with the Presence of the 
Christ within. By the Grace of God I descended to 
this Earth. In a State of Grace I remain until the 
Divine Plan is Manifest and through Grace I will 
ascend back into the Heart of God. 

I make this call as God's Most Holy Name 
"I AM"! 
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SECTION 5 
FOURTH RAY; UNITY; ENTHUSIASM; AND 

VICTORY 

5. 0 1 
ASCENDING INTO CHRIST CONSIOUSNESS 

Through the Sacred Fire of Divinity within 
our hearts, we call to Thee Beloved Serapis Bey, 
Lady Astrea and Beloved Claire, and humbly 
invoke Your Mighty Presence to: 

CHARGE! CHARGE! CHARGE! 

Living Flames of Cosmic Christ Purity in, 
through and around our four lower vehicles, brains, 
feelings worlds and auras. Through the Pressure 
of Thy Light, EXPAND (3X) the Purity in every cell 
of our beings, until all shadow of human appear 
ance is no more! 

Beloved Holy Christ Self, INTENSIFY the 
LIGHT of the Cosmic Christ through our outer con
sciousness until THY INNER PRESENCE is realized! 

SO BE IT! .. .. . for "I AM" the Full Power of God 
acting here, NOW and FOREVER SUSTAINED! 

Through the Christ "I AM" in me, I surrender 
now, in deep humility, every thought, feeling, 
word and deed, less than Cosmic Christ Purity, and 
I step through the Golden Door of God Acceptance 
into the Heart of God, and claim my Divine Heri-
tage!.. ............. ... "I AM" FREE! "I AM" FREE! "I AM" 
ETERNALLY FREE! GREAT UNIVERSAL "I AM". 

SO BE IT, ..... BELOVED "I AM"! 
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5 - 0 2 

POWERS OF THE FOURTH RAY 

"I AM", "I AM", "I AM" 

Great forces of the Fourth Ray: Beloved Claire 
and Astrea, Beloved Gabriel and Hope, and Be
loved Serapis Bey; 

"I AM" Purity, "I AM" Purity, "I AM" Purity. 

*CHARGE, CHARGE, CHARGE us and all man
kind with the joyous, buoyant, raising, spiraling 
Power of the Ascension Flame and the eternal 
Hope and Glory of the Crystal White Ray of God. 
(*3X) 

So be it, Beloved "I AM"! 

5-03 

OVAL OF BLAZING WHITE LIGHT 
(Elohim Claire) 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Be
loved Presence of God "I AM"! ...... Beloved Elohim 
of PURITY, I love, bless and thank You for Your 
Great Service to me and to all mankind: 

SEAL! SEAL! SEAL! me and all mankind in Your 
Oval of Pure Blazing WHITE LIGHT which deflects 
those currents of energy which slow the vibratory 
action of my inner vehicles! 
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I DECREE the PURITY within every electron 
in my aura, feelings, mind, etheric and physical 
vehicles shall now EXPAND! EXPAND! EXPAND! 
and that which is limitation and shadow in my 
world SHALL BE NO MORE! 

I ACCEPT this Call FULFILLED ... 

AS HIS HOLY NAME ..... "I AM"! 

S-04 
ANGEL OF RESTORATION: PRAYER OF 

GRATITUDE 

Oh, Thou Beloved Cosmic Angel of Restora
tion, Guardian of great Systems of Worlds, we, the 
chelas of The Bridge to Spiritual Freedom are so 
very grateful for Your attention and service to 
this planet. We, who are also guardians from 
other planets and stars, ask that we may prove 
worthy in co-service with You in transforming 
and restoring Earth to Her place in the Solar 
Crown of Light of our glorious God Parents. 
Charge each of us with Your transcedant currents 
of Light until we collectively become the living 
example of Your work on this physical plane ..... THE 
RESTORATION OF DIVINITY IN FORM, VIBRA
TION AND CONSCIOUSNESS ... THE ONENESS OF ALL 
LIFE. 

We gratefully make this call as Perfection's 
Flame in Action; 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME, "I AM". 
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5-05 
11-IE COSMIC LIGHT OF JESUS, THE CHRIST 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence of 
God "I AM"! . .. 

BELOVED ASCENDED MASTER JESUS, the CHRIST! ... 
BLAZE! Your Heart Flame of COSMIC LIGHT into all LIFE on 
the planet - - and those to come! 

Anchor within each embodied soul the COSMIC LIGHT 
required to draw out their constructive momentums, and enable 
them to respond positively to the increased LIGHT being released 
in BELOVED SAINT GERMAIN'S NEW GOLDEN AGE! 

•"I AM" THE RESURRECTION AND THE LIFE OF THE 
MOMENTIJMS OF GOOD ... in all lifestreams on the Planet, now 
made MANIFEST! and SUSTAINED by GRACE! (*3X) 

We ACCEPT this Call FULFILLED . .. 

AS HIS HOLY NAME ... "I AM"! 

5-06 
SEAL 11-IE EARlli IN 11-IE ASCENSION FIAME! 

Beloved Mighty Victorious Presence of God "I AM" in us 
and in all mankind, Beloved Mighty Serapis Bey and the Brotherhood 
of the Ascension Flame! .. . 

SEAL! SEAL! SEAL! 

our dear Earth, Her atmosphere, all Her Governments and Her 
people in OCEANS of the MIGHTY ASCENSION FLAME! 
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Let Its Fiery ESSENCE penetrate and saturate them all, 
lifting and raising all life upon Earth out of everything human into 
all that is Divine! 

Sustain that vibration forever! . . . making that Ascension 
Aame known and loved by all belonging to Earth's evolutions. Let 
It return them all to the Father's House from whence they came,, 
forever to remain in the Eternal Victory of God's Divine Plan fulfilled! 

IT IS DONE ... for I have made this CALL ... 

AS HIS HOLY NAME "I AM"! 

5-07 
CIAIMING VICTORY 

"I AM", "I AM", "I AM". 

Beloved Master of Love from Venus, Mighty Victory, COME 
FORTH NOW with Your full Cosmic momentum and assistance; 

*VICTORY IS MINE! VICTORY IS MINE! VICTORY IS MINE! 

in the permanent vibration of opulence, supply, health, peace, 
freedom, and complete mastery over all human appearances ... 
pulsing through my consciousness now and forever. {* 3X) 

Victory is ours, Victory is ours, Victory is ours, for the 
permanent vibration of peace on this planet, as a true Family of 
Man, now and forever. 

So be it, Beloved "I AM". 
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5 - 0 8 
BELOVED ZARATHUSTRA'S FEELING OF 

ENTHUSIASM 

*"I AM" Blazing, Blazing, Blazing 

"I AM" Charging, Charging, Charging 

"I AM" Expanding, Expanding, Expanding: 

Beloved Zarathustra 's Cosmic Fire of Enthusiasm 
through my four lower vehicles, my home, busi
ness affairs, and spiritual service until "I AM'' 
ONE with His expanding Forcefield of Love (*3X) 

So be it, Beloved "I AM". 

5-09 
AFFIRMATION OF UNITY 

Beloved Micah, Guardian Angel of the Ray of 
Indivisible Unity from our God Parents; BLAZE, 
BLAZE, BLAZE the soft blue Light from Your 
Cosmic Star of Unity through us, all co-servers on 
the Path of Light, and all governments, religions, 
races and cultures, until all experience the com 
mon heritage of Spiritual Unity within God's 
Light and Life. 

"I AM" the Resurrection and the Life of the 
ONE Spiritual Family of Man. (3X) 

So be it, Beloved "I AM". 
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SECTION 6 

HEALING, TRUIH, SUPPLY 
GIFTS OF TI-IE FIFrn RAY 

Section 6 

6-01 
HEALING FlAME OF TI-IE COSMIC CHRIST 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence of 
God "I AM" ..... and the Beloved Holy Christ Selves of us and all 
mankind! 

* We COMMAND that all the vibrating impulses in our 
emotional, mental, etheric, and physical bodies which are of a 
destructive nature . .... . 

CEASE RIGHT NOW! . . . . . and FOREVER! 

and be REPLACED by the HEALING FLAME of the COSMIC 
CHRIST . . . rebuilding every cell and organ of our bodies into 
Perfect Health and manifestations of HARMONY! (* 3X) 

What we ask for ourselves, we ask also for our loved ones 
and all mankind. Send the Precious Healing Angels to all Hospitals, 
Nursing Homes and Mental Institutions in this Country and all the 
Countries of the World! 

We ACCEPT this call FULFILLED . .... . 

AS HIS HOLY NAME ..... "I AM"! 
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6-02 
TRUTI-1 DECREE 

In the Name, Power and Authority of the Presence of God 
"I AM" within our hearts and the hearts of all mankind: 

We call to You, Lord Vaisasvata Manu, Beloved Pallas Athena, 
Goddess of Truth, Beloved Hilarion and all the Brotherhood of 
Truth, and ask you to . . ... 

1. Direct Your Cosmic Rays of Truth into the field of Science and 
Medicine! (3 X) 

HOLD IT SUSTAINED! Until all joyously ACCEPT the full 
manifestation of their own Holy Christ Self! 

2. Direct Your Cosmic Rays of Truth into all Places of Leaming. 
( 3 X) 

HOLD IT SUSTAINED! Until all joyously ACCEPT the full 
manifestation of their own Holy Christ Self! 

3. Direct Your Cosmic Rays of Truth into all Places of Worship and 
Their Leaders, atheists, agnostics, and all who were misled by 
Religious Leaders! (3 X) 

HOLD IT SUSTAINED! Until all joyously ACCEPT the full 
manifestation of their own Holy Christ Self! 

4. Direct Your Cosmic Rays of Truth into the Government of the 
United States of America, at Local, State and National levels! (3 X) 

HOLD IT SUSTAINED! Until all joyously ACCEPT the full 
manifestation of their own Holy Christ Self! 

5. Direct Your Cosmic Rays of Truth into the Governments of 
every Nation on Earth! (3 X) 

HOLD IT SUSTAINED! Until all joyously ACCEPT the full 
manifestation of their own Holy Christ Self! 
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6. Direct Your Cosmic Rays of Truth into all areas 
of the News Media! (3X) 

HOLD IT SUSTAINED! Until all joyously 
ACCEPT the full manifestation of their own Holy 
Christ Selve·s! 

7. Direct Your Cosmic Rays of Truth into all 
Leaders of the New Age! (3X) 

HOLD IT SUSTAINED! Until all joyously 
ACCEPT the manifestaion of their own Holy 
Christ Selves! 

WE SO DECREE IT!.. .... 

IN BELOVED PALLAS ATHENA'S LOVE AND 
NAME! 

6-03 

THE OPEN DOOR OF "I AM" CONSCIOUSNESS 

"I AM" the Open Door that no man can shut, 
filling my world and the world of all Light workers 
on this planet with all the money, opulence and 
supply of the Universe, needed for use in their 
service to the Light. . . and for the support and main
tenance of this Center of Light and the sacred 
properties of Shamballa on Long Island, and all 
Centers of Light everywhere. 

I ACCEPT IT DONE!.. ..... AS GOD'S OPEN DOOR 
TO THIS WORLD, WHICH "I AM"! 
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6-04 
CHARGING TI-IE ESSENCE OF HEALING 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence of 
God, "I AM"! 

I Invoke all the Beings seiving in the Temple of Healing in 
the electronic belt around the Sun of Beloved Helios and Vesta; 
The Temple of Hygeia, and the Priests and Priestesses of the 
Healing Flame to: . . ... . 

CHARGE! CHARGE! CHARGE! 
my body with Your Essence of Healing until all human creation, its 
cause and core is dissolved and transmuted into PURITY AND 
PERFECTION! 

As my Presence enters the aura of one in distress, let my 
humble self be a channel for Your Healing and Comfort. 

I thank LIFE for giving me this wonderful opportunity to 
co-seive with God's Transcendent Healing Ray. 

"I AM" TiiAT "I AM" in this Invocation, supplying, sustaining 
and fulfilling it! .. . .. . 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME ... . ... "I AM"! 

6-05 
CAUSAL BODY DECREE 

In the Full Power and ACCEPTANCE of the Beloved 
"I AM" Presence ..... . we ask for a RJLL release of the GOOD in 
our CAUSAL BODIES to help PURIFY the Planet Earth and its 
evolutions, as we DECREE .. .. .. . 
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RELEASE THE GOOD OF OUR CAUSAL BODIES 
here on Earth today! 

RELEASE THE GOOD OF OUR CAUSAL BODIES 
in God, s most Holy Way! 

RELEASE THE GOOD OF OUR CAUSAL BODIES 
that all Life shall be FREE! 

RELEASE THE GOOD OF OUR CAUSAL BODIES 
raising all to Thee! 

So be it, Beloved "I AM". 

6-06 
INVOCATION TO THE HEALING ANGELS 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Be
loved Presence of God "I AM"!. .... 

Beloved Mother Mary and all the Healing 
Angels throughout Infinity!. .... 

Our heart's Love and Gratitude enfold You 
for Your Loving Service to us. and to all mankind! 

Oh, Beloved Angels, enfold us in Your mighty 
Presence and Power of Healing until we become 
Yourselves in action in the physical world. Help us 
to sustain the Divine Image of God's Immaculate 
Concept of ourselves and of all mankind. Grant us 
Your Angelic feelings of continual restoration of 
our vehicles through the Healing Ray. 

WE ACCEPT THIS CALL FULFILLED ..... 
AS HIS HOLY NAME ..... "I AM"! 
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6-07 
HEALING FOR MIND, FEELINGS 

AND PHYSICAL BODY 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence of 
God, "I AM", Beloved Hilarion and Beloved God Asclepius, and 
the momentum of ancient healing on this planet! 

BLAZE! BLAZE! BLAZE! 

Your Healing Flames through me and dissolve the causes 
and cores of all age and dis-ease in my physical body! REPLACE 
all imperfect appearances with Youth, Vitality and sustained 
Perfection! I thank You! 

"I AM"! THE RESURRECTION AND THE LIFE of my 
mind and feelings, and of every cell and organ of my physical body, 
RIGHT NOW! ... . and FOREVER! (3X) 

"I AM"! the Eternally sustained manifestation of Thy Perfect 
Health, in the minds, bodies, beings and worlds of all mankind! 

(3X) 
WE ACCEPT THIS CALL FULFILLED . . ... 

AS HIS HOLY NAME . ... . "I AM"! 

6-08 
CAU.. for: LIMITLESS SUPPLY OF MONEY 

•"I AM"! "I AM"! "I AM"! 

the Eternally sustained manifestation of God's limitless supply of 
money and every good thing I require to assist me in my service to 
the LIGHT, made manifest and sustained by GRACE! (• 3X) 
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My own Beloved Heavenly Father-Mother God .. "I AM"! -
Whose LIFE is BEA TING MY PHYSICAL HEART this very instant! 
.... I call FORTH the LAW of FORGIVENESS for anything and 
everything I have ever done to cause distress to Life through money 
and its use.! 

"I AM" most grateful for its service to me now, and I ask 
You, through this Blessing, to PURIFY this money in my hands 
and use! As it goes forth from my world, let it carry to all Life it 
contacts, all the comfort, peace and security You want them to 
experience! 

HOLD it sustained! .... NOW and FOREVER! 
AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME .... "I AM"! 

MONEY AND SUPPLY CAIL 
6-09 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence of 
God "I AM"! ..... and Beloved Archangel CHAMUEL! . .. . . 

BLAZE! BLAZE! BLAZE! 

Your Pink Adoration Flame through me, my money and my supply. 
MULTIPLY it into my hands and use, for my financial FREEDOM, 
NOW! ..... according to God's Divine Design for service, blessing 
and comfort to all with whom it comes in contact! 

I ACCEPT THIS CALL FULFILLED ..... . 

AS HIS HOLY NAME ..... "I AM"! 
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6-10 
Book of Ceremony 

1HE CRYSTAL RAY: PURIFICATION OF 
1HE MIND AND 1HE PHYSICAL BRAIN 

Through the Sacred Fire of Divinity anchored within my 
heart, I call to You, Great Elohim Vista and Beloved Lady Crystal 
to invoke from Your Great Cosmic Hearts, a Ray of Light into my 
mental vehicle, the etheric mind and physical brain structure, so I 
may see and hear the beauty of my Holy Christ Self. I humbly 
request the assistance of one of the Angels from Your Temple to 
assist in maintaining this purifying activity of the Crysta! Ray. Keep 
this Sacred Flame pulsating constantly through each cell, molecule, 
atom and electron of my brain structure until my mind and brain 
are restored to their original crystal purity of substance. Help me to 
be, once again, fully alert to the impressions of Divinity, so that I 
may achieve great dexterity in transmitting the thoughts of Divinity 
into expression. 

EXPAND the Harmony of my true being to fill my four 
lower vehicles, and my Beloved Body Elemental, healing them with 
the Tones of Cosmic Harmony, and drawing them back into Divine 
Alignment with my Holy Christ Self. Assist me in constantly main
taining my outer mind at Peace, instantly dissolving, with the Crystal 
Flame, all thoughts of self-generating expression that manifest. 
Like the sea, reflecting the Sun, help me to keep my brain constantly 
open to the Divine Plan of the Universe, and then seeing and 
knowing that Plan, assist me in going forth to express it! 

Beloved Vista, Great Elohim of Music, and Beloved Lady 
Crystal, Goddess of Music, bathe the Earth and Her atmosphere 
with Oceans of Thy Cosmic Melody, Color and Harmony, so that 
all Life may feel AT ONE with Thy exquisite, prismatic, cascading 
sea of sound and color! 

What I ask for myself, I call forth for all lifestreams evolving 
on this Planet, and I bow in gratitude to You for this tremendous 
assistance to me and the mankind of Earth. With all the love from 
our hearts . . . we thank You! We thank You! We thank You! 

With deep gratitude, I accept this call fulfilled RIGHT NOW 
... as the MOST HOLY NAME of GOD "I AM"! 
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6-11 
THE CREATIVE FACULTIES OF MY BEING 

In the Name of the Great Eternal Law of Life, the 
Mighty Truth and Reality of My Divine Being, I center 
myself now in the Flame of Life "I AM" and; 

"I AM" blazing the Sacred Fire through my Heart 
Center (3X) 
"I AM" blazing the Sacred Fire through my mind (3X) 
"I AM" blazing the Sacred Fire through all the Centers 
in my Being (3X) 

"I AM" the Divine Concept of my own Perfection 
and this is the only Reality active in the Creative 
Faculties of my Being. 
I now claim full use and mastery of all the Inner 
Faculties and an Centers of Force within me 
"I AM'' the Full acceptance of my Divinity 

BECOMING is the fulfillment of the Law and my only 
desire. "I AM" sealed Eternally in the Beauty and Perfec
tion of the Sacred Fire and create only more of Its 
Perfection. 

SO BE IT! BELOVED "I AM". 
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6 - 1 2 
"I AM" A POWER RAY, FULFILLING 

GOD'S PROMISES 

DIRECTOR: God's Promise of Peace: "The Lord will Bless 
His people with Peace" (Psalms 29 : 1) 

AFFIRMATION: (everyone together) The Mighty "I AM" 
Presence in me, like a Sun, spreads Its Rays into 
every thought, feeling and action in my world, 
illuminating them and setting them at Peace. 

DIRECTOR: God's Promise of Healing: "For I will restore 
health unto thee and I will heal thee of thy wounds, 
saith the Lord" (Jcr. 30:17) 

AFFIRMATION: (together) The Mighty "I AM" Pres
ence in me, like a Sun, spreads its Rays into every 
cell and organ of my body, resurrecting them and 
thus producing NOW an instantaneous Healing. 

DIRECTOR: God's Promise of Supply: "Son, thou art ever 
with Me and all that I have is thine". (Luke 15:31) 

AFFIRMATION: The Mighty "I AM" Presence in me, 
like a Sun, spreads its Rays and illumines and vivi
fies all channels of supply to me. 

DIRECTOR: God's Promise of Being in the Light: "Man was 
created in the image and likeness of God". (Genesis) 

AFFIRMATION: The Mighty "I AM" Presence in me, 
like a Sun, spreads Its Rays, until "I AM" the Ascen
sion in that Light. .... a Being of Light, Eternally at 
ONE with my Father of Light. 

So be it, Beloved "I AM"! 
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SECTION 7 

ANGELS AND EIEMENTALS 

7-01 
DECREE FOR THE COOPERATION OF THE 

ANGELIC, HUMAN, AND EIEMENTAL KINGDOMS 

In the Name of the One Universal Presence manifesting 
through all the kingdoms of Expression - - Angels, Elementals and 
mankind. 

We call Your force of God Reality . .... One in all; all in 
One . . . . . to remove from the consciousness of mankind all 
uncertainty and distorted concepts concerning the Angelic and 
Elemental Kingdoms. 

CHARGE! CHARGE! CHARGE! 

mankind with the certainty of brotherhood amongst the Kingdoms, 
as known and lived in the Realms of Light . . . . . Thy Kingdom 
Come on Earth, as It is in Heaven. 

We now expand, expand, and forever expand our feeling of 
gratitude and love to the Angels and Elementals for Their limitless 
support of our existence on this planet and thus our path to self 
mastery. 

We make this call as the One Christ Presence working 
through au mankind 

As His Holy Name ... "I AM". 
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7-02 
INVOCATION TO TiiE ANGELIC HOST 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence of 
God "I AM"! ... we INVOKE the Bies.sings of THE GRFAT ANGELIC 
HOST! 

Beloved Archangel Michael, and all Your Angels from the 
First Sphere! 

Enfold us in Your Cosmic Flames of Protection and CHARGE 
us with Your Feeling of Faith in the All-Power of God! (Pause) ... 

Beloved Archangel Jophiel, and all the Angels from the 
Second Sphere! 

Fill our consciousness with God Illumination, Understanding 
and Constancy of Service to the Light! (Pause) . .. 

Beloved Archangel Chamuel, and all the Angels from the 
Third Sphere! 

Enfold us in Your Pink Flame of Divine Love and Adoration 
to God! (Pause) ... 

Beloved Archangel Gabriel, and all the Angels from the 
Fourth Sphere! 

Charge us with Your Flames of Purity and Buoyancy of the 
Ascension Flame! (Pause) ... 

Beloved Archangel Raphael, and all the Angels from the 
Fifth Sphere! 

CHARGE! us with Your Flames of Consecration, Healing 
and Truth! (Pause) ... 

Beloved Archangel Uriel, and all the Angels from the Sixth 
Sphere! 

Fill our beings and worlds with Peace, Healing and Grace! 
(Pause) . . . 
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7-02 CONTINUED 

Beloved Archangel Zadkiel, and all the An 
gels from the Seventh Sphere! 

Fill our worlds with the Transmuting and 
Freeing Power of the Violet Fire! (Pause) ... .. 

Oh Glorious Co-servers in the Brotherhood of 
Angels and men, we thank You! And we Love You! 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME .... "I AM"! 

7 - 0 3 

BEINGS OF THE ELEMENTS 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM" in me and 
Beloved Maha Chohan ..... bless all the little inner 
workers of my body with your Great Love and 
make them comfortable in their service to my 
lifestream. Bless my Body Elemental and those of 
all mankind until "I AM" always comfortable in my 
body! Let every part of life have comfort! I thank 
You! 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM" in my heart, 
call forth from the Great Central Sun and pour to all 
the little beings of the Four elements, the full 
power of the Divine Love and Blessings of my own 
lifestream! Bless all the Gnomes, Undines, Sylphs 
and Salamanders and all the Great Beings in charge 
of Them. See that these Four Elements are always 
my friends and co-corkers in the Light. . . . . . . 
I thank You! 
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7-04 
PURIFICATION OF NATURE SPIRITS 

"I AM"! "I AM"! "I AM"! 

The Ascended Masters' Law of Forgiveness and Transmuting 
Flame of all HARMFUL HUMAN ACTIONS inflicted upon the 
Elemental and Nature Spirits by myself and each and everyone of 
mankind! 

Great Cosmic Forces of Violet Fire: FREE! FREE! FREE! 
every Nature Spirit, the Gnomes, Sylphs, Undines and Salamanders 
from all destructive influences of mankind, and the Spirits of the 
Earth from remembrance of such associations and destructive direc
tions and activities! 

In the Name of Lord Shri Magra, we call forth the absolute 
purification of the spirit world within the astral plane so that the 
spirit of man may evolve more freely, unhindered by past mistakes 
and effects within the spirit kingdom. 

7-05 

We ACCEPT this Call FULFILLED .. . 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME .. . "I AM"! 

INVOCATION AND GRATITUDE TO 
IBE BELOVED ELEMENTAL KINGDOM 

Through the Holy Christ Self within our hearts and the 
hearts of all mankind, we send oceans of gratitude and love to the 
Beloved Elemental Kingdom for the great Comfort, Beauty, and 
Abundant Supply that You bring into our worlds. 
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Beloved Helios and Vesta, and the Salamanders of the Fire, 
Beloved Thor and Aries and the Sylphs of the Air, Beloved Neptune 
and Lunara and the Undines of the Water, Beloved Pelleur and 
Virgo and the Gnomes of the Earth, Beloved Deva Concordia and 
Your Court, and Beloved Clove, Silent Watcher of Long Island .... 

We invoke Your Cosmic Assistance and Loving Help in 
returning Long Island to the Great Beauty and Perfection She 
once knew! 

We call to You, Beloved Great Lord Lemuel and all Your 
Mighty Deva-rajahs at Mount Kosciusko, to CHARGE! CHARGE! 
CHARGE! Your Great Balancing Power into all the Beings of the 
Nature Kingdom, so we may all be at PEACE within Your Great 
Balancing Flame of Life! 

Beloved Lord Zeus, we love and bless You for the Great 
Service You render to the peoples of Earth in training the Blessed 
Elemental Kingdom, so they may work lovingly and joyously again 
with us. 

Beloved Virgo, dear Mother Earth, we love You for Your 
kind hospitality throughout the ages. May all mankind have reverence 
for the Elemental substance that comprises Your garment, walking 
on wings of Love, so our every footfall may leave an imprint of 
Light, caressing the dear Elementals and returning this dear Earth 
to the shining Orb She once was! 

We so decree it ... As God's Most Holy and Sacred Name 
"I AM"! 
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7-06 
DECREES FOR THE FOUR ELEMENTS 

FIRE: 
"I AM" the Ascended Masters' Law of Forgiveness, 

Forgetfulness, and Transmuting Flame of all misuse of 
the Fire Element by me and all mankind through all 
the ages. Beloved Presence of God - "I AM"! in me, and 
Beloved Astrea, draw within Your Cosmic Circle and 
Sword of Blue Flame the cause, core, effect, record and 
memory of all fear of Fire, fear of Air, fear of Water, and 
fear of Earth, and TRANS.MUTE it into the God Illumina 
tion and Ascended Masters' Understanding and Right Use 
of the Sacred Fire. 

Beloved Helios and Vesta, Beloved Zarathustra and 
all Who are in charge of the Fire Element, we love, bless 
and thank You and all the Salamanders for Your Service 
to us and all mankind through the ages. We ask that all 
destructive activities of the Fire Element be transmuted 
into the Sacred Fire of God's Love, to bring eternally sus
tained Purity and Perfection everywhere on Earth NOW! 
- to be ever-expanding and world-enfolding until all are 
ASCENDED and FREE! 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NA.ME .... . "l AM"! 
AIR; 

"I AM" the Ascended Master's Law of Forgiveness, 
Forgetfulness, and Transmuting Flame of all misuse of 
the Air element by me or any of mankind - in or out 
of embodiment. Beloved Presence of God - "I AM" in 
me, and Beloved Thor and Aries, we love, bless and thank 
You! We bless the Northwinds, Southwinds , Eastwinds , 
Westwinds, and the Sylphs of the Air who are Your Mes
sengers, asking that all destructive activities of the Air 
be transmuted by the Violet Transmuting Flame, and that 
never again will the Air Element participate in any 
destructive activity. We thank You and consciously 
accept this done right now, eternally sustained, ever
expanding and world-enfolding, until all are ASCENDED 
and FREE! 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME ..... "I AM"! 
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WATER: 
"I AM" the Ascended Masters' Law of Forgiveness, 

Forgetfulness, and Transmuting Flame of all misuse of 
the Water Element by me and every lifestream, in or out 
of embodiment, and all who ever consciously or uncon
sciously used the Water Element destructively. Beloved 
Presence of God - " I AM" in me and in all mankind, 
Beloved Neptune and Lunara, we love, bless and thank 
You and all the Beings of the Water Element, all the 
Undines Who have ever served, are serving us now, or 
ever will serve us and all mankind. We bless the Water 
Element everywhere and the blessed Undines Who are 
Your Messengers - asking that all destructive activities 
of the Water Element be transmuted by the Violet Trans
muting Flame, and that never again will the Water Ele
ment participate in any destructive activity. We thank 
You and consciously accept this done right now - eter
nally sustained, ever-expanding and world-enfolding 
until all are ASCENDED and FREE! . 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME ..... "! AM"! 

EARTH: 
"I AM" the Ascended Masters' Law of Forgiveness, 

Forgetfulness, and Transmuting Flame of all misuse of 
Earth's Gifts; consciously or unconsciously inflicted upon 
the Gnomes and Nature Spirits by myself and all man
kind. Beloved Presence of God "I AM" in me and all 
mankind, Beloved Pelleur and Virgo, we love, bless and 
thank You and all the Beings of the Earth and all Beings 
Who work with it, the Gnomes and Nature Spirits, asking 
that all destructive activities of the Earth Element be 
transmuted by the Violet Fire and that never again will 
the Earth Element participate in any destructive activity. 
We thank You and consciously accept this done right 
now, eternally sustained, ever-expanding and world
enfolding until all are ASCENDED and FREE! 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME ..... "I AM"! 
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7-07 

ELEMENT AL, NATURE AND ANIMAL 
KINGDOMS 

In the Full Power and Authority of the 
Beloved Presence of God "I AM"! ... Beloved Arch
angel Zadkiel and Beloved Holy Amethyst! 

*BLAZE! BLAZE! BLAZE! The Violet Fire of 
Freedom's Love and Transmutation in, through 
and around ... 

All the Forces of the Elements, the Elemen
tal Kingdom, the Kingdom of Nature, birds and 
four- footed Creatures and every Living Thing, 
until the Perfection of their Divine Plan is made 
manifest! (*3X) 

WE SO DECREE IT ... 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME "I AM" 

7-08 
PRAYER FOR THE ANIMALS 

(BELOVED HILARION'S REQUEST) 

Hear our prayer, Oh God, for our friends the 
animals, especially for the creatures whose very 
existance has become distorted by the conscious
ness of mankind. We ask that no longer will the 
animal kingdom be forced to accept anything less 
than God's Perfection. 
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We call to the "I AM" Presence of all man
kind to release an outpouring of Love and Light to 
all the lesser creatures which have been given 
into our care. May God's Mercy and Compassion 
flow through us and bring comfort to the animal 
kingdom. May each human being remember that 
the animals are truly our friends and accept their 
responsibility as guardians and protectors of the 
pure and innocent life on this planet. 

We so decree it, 
As God's Most Holy Name "I AM"! 

7-09 
GRATITUDE TO THE BODY ELEMENTAL 

As the full Power and Authority of the 
Beloved Presence of God "I AM" ... In the Name of 
the Beloved Maha Chohan and the evolving Broth
erhood of Elementals and man ... 

I give loving recognition and deep gratitude 
to my Body Elemental ... my highly developed 
elemental friend who oversees the maintenance 
of my physical body ... and to those of all mankind . 
I call forth the Blessings of God to flow through 
my Body Elemental and those of all mankind NOW 
... in ever increasing Cosmic Power until the Love, 
Peace, Comfort, Mercy and Health of God are in 
physical manifestation in and through all man 
kind. 

We accept this DONE . .. 
As God's Most Holy Name "I AM"! 
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SECTION 8 

DIVINE ORDER, DIVINE GOVERNMENT 
AND GOD'S WILL 

Section 8 

8-01 
DECREE TO LORD POIARIS AND IADY MAGNUS 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM", which I know "I AM"!·· 
I send my heart's Love to the Great Cosmic Lord Polaris and 
Beloved Mighty Magnus, those glorious Beings Whose Light forms 
the Axis of the Earth and holds this Planet in Cosmic Orbit! 

I consciously ACCEPT, and KNOW, that "I AM" aligned 
with ·· and form a cable from ·· that Axis of Light into the very 
substance of this Planet! 

I accept the responsibility to daily direct my attention to this 
Merciful Activity of Light, and I know that this Scepter of UGI-IT, 
LOVE, WISDOM and POWER will keep this Earth on Her destined 
course in the Cosmic Advancement of the Planets, according to 
Divine Edict! 

I make this affirmation of Faith . . ... . 

As the Holy Name of God ... "I AM"! 
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8 - 02 

DECREE FOR CHANNELLING OF THE LIGHT 
FROM VENUS, URANUS AND MARS 

In the Name of the Almighty Presence of 
God "I AM", and the Creative Fire pulsating in 
every human heart!. .... 

"I AM" the expansion of the Light from: 

The Planet Venus, as released by the Beloved 
Lady Venus; 
The Planet Uranus, as released by Beloved 
Lady Esthesia; 
The Planet Mars, as released by the Beloved 
Ethos and Beloved Lady Olivenya; 
And the Planet Saturn 

..... through the Hearts of Beloved Helios and Vesta, 
the Hearts of the Beloved Directors of the Four Ele
ments, and the Mighty "I AM" Presence of all 
belonging to or serving the Earth at this time, 
through which the Great White Brotherhood from: 

Venus, Uranus, Mars and Saturn 

........ channel the Currents and Essence of THEIR 
VIBRATORY ACTION into the Earth and Her evo
lutions! (Pause) 

We also send our gratitude and love now to 
those three glorious Beings Who came from the 
First Ray to render our Earth a Service at each 
strategic point where the Light enters from Venus, 
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Uranus and Mars - strengthening and holding this 
Blessed Planet in Pillars of Light and Protection! 

And we send our deepest love and gratitude 
to All of You, Blessed Angels, Who have come from 
Venus and are encircling this Planet Earth at this 
very moment, twenty four hours a day; filling 
all Life thereon with Cosmic Love so that when 
the Earth is ready to enter the orbit where It truly 
belongs, ALL Life may proceed with It! 

We accept this call fulfilled AS HIS HOLY 
NAME ......... "I AM"! 

8-03 
DECREE FOR EARTH AND HER NATIONS 

In the Full Power and Authority of the 
Beloved Presence of God "I AM"!.. ... 

We humbly come in the Name of Beloved 
El Morya to represent the human race at the 
Throne of the Father, asking for the return of His 
Rulers to the people of Earth! 

We INVITE, CALL, CLAIM, and sincerely 
INVOKE all those Mighty Beings and Solar Lords 
from the Great Silence to come again into our 
Earth and ESTABLISH Themselves in Radiation 
as the Invincible Guardians and Directors of the 
Currents of Energy which set the PATTERNS of 
all NATIONS ..... and re-establish Their FORCES, 
Their GLORY and Their RADIATION again on Earth 
in the world of Governmental Affairs and in 
the Destiny of Nations! ...... We ACCEPT this Call 
FULFILLED ..... 

As God's Most Holy Name .......... "I AM"! 
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8-04 
INVOCATION TO BEWVED PRINCIPA 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence of 
God "I AM'' ... and Beloved Princlpa, God of Divine Order! ... 

COME FORTH NOW! 

In the fullness of Your Ascended Master Power and ASSIST me in 
having DIVINE ORDER In my physical affairs, my emotional, mental, 
etheric and physical vehicles. 

I INVOKE! I INVOKE! I INVOKE! 

the Great God PRINCIPA into my HOME, BUSINESS AFFAIRS, 
and SPIRITUAL SERVICE; and into all homes, businesses and 
outer activities of man. 

Keep this Eternally sustained, all powerfully active, ever
expanding and world encompassing, until all know the Divine Order 
within God Consciousness. 

I THANK YOU! ... and ACCEPT this Call fulfilled, 
AS HIS HOLY NAME ... "I AM"! 

8-05 
INVOCATION FOR DIVINE ORDER 

In the Full Power of the Beloved Presence of God "I AM'' 
..... we call to You Beloved God PRINCIPA. 

Direct Your Radiation and Power into our four lower vehicles. 
Assist us and our body elemental in manifesting Divine Order 
within ourselves and In the world around us. 
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In Unity and Purity, we, the chelas of The 
Bridge to Spiritual Freedom, offer ourselves to be 
perfect channels through which to pour Your Di
vine Rays of Light! 

Let Your Power of 
DIVINE ORDER 

now flow through our channels into all life on our 
dear Planet Earth so that Its forward movement 
into the Light may be further accelerated. 

So be it! AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME ... "I AM". 

8-06 
CALL FOR DIVINE GOVERNMENT 

"I AM", "I AM", "I AM" 

We call forth great Beings of Divine 
Government and the Beloved Ascended Masters 
guarding the evolutions of this planet, to combine 
the Sacred Fires of God's Perfect Will and His 
Divine Illumination into, through and around the 
electorate for all nations. 

Let them feel the Love nature of the Father 
flowing through them as they elect their govern
ments and vote on all issues before them. 

We seal this call in the triple activity of the 
Cosmic Three-fold Flame at Shamballa. 

VICTORY IS OURS IN LOVE GOVERNING THIS 
PLANET. (3X) 

So be it, Beloved "I AM". 
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8-07 
BIAZING GOD'S WILL 

(Beloved El Morya and Lady Miriam) 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence of 
God "I AM" .. . Beloved Ascended Masters El Morya and Lady 
Miriam! 

COME NOW! COME NOW! COME NOW! and 

BLAZE! and BLAZE! and BLAZE! 

the Cosmic Flame of God's Will through •me and clear away any 
destructive activity of • my own free will which might rush in to 
Impede •my conscious desire to do GOD'S WILL! 

Help •me to become and remain obedient to the LAW of 
HARMONY and BE God in Action .. . at all times! 

I ACCEPT this Call RJLFILLED ... 

AS HIS HOLY NAME . .. "I AM"! 

•Examples (of inserts) 
1-- Me 
2 -- All Governments and Governmental Leaders 
3 --All Religions and Religious Leaders 
4 -- All Military and Military Leaders 
5 -- All Children and Young People 
6 -- All Students of Light 
7 -- All Mankind 
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8-08 

DIVINE GOVERNMENT FOR 
THE UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA 

In the Full Power and Authority of the 
Beloved Presence of God "I AM" from the heart of 
Alpha and Omega, anchored through Shamballa 
where the Will of God is Known; Beloved Ascended 
Ones representing God's Will: 

SEAL! SEAL! SEAL! 

all official governmental positions in the United 
States of America in Beloved EL MORY A'S Blazing 
Diamond Heart and Luminous Presence - indi
vidually and collectively. 

Let the WILL OF GOD be MANIFEST in, 
through and around all the governments of the 
United States of America today and FOREVER! ... 
and see that only those who are the Ascended 
Masters' choice for all Offices be voted into those 
Offices to FULFILL GOD'S GREAT DIVINE PLAN OF 
PERFECT GOVERNMENT. CHARGE these currents of 
Light through the electorate of thi~ and every 
nation on Earth, to guide each one with their free 
will choice. 

Reveal through Illumination's Flame, the 
di vine Purpose and Plan for each office and reveal 
to each the Spiritual Courage necessary to fulfill 
that office perfectly. Let the LIGHT OF GOD THAT 
NEVER FAILS illumine and lead all men, every
where. 

We consciously ACCEPT this MANIFESTING 
NOW, even as we call, SO BE IT, BELOVED "I AM". 
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8-09 

USING EARTH'S RESOURCES ACCORDING TO 
GOD'S WILL 

In the Name of the Almighty Presence of God 
"I AM" everywhere present, and the creative Fire 
pulsating in every human heart. ... 

Beloved Lord Maha Chohan, Beloved Lord 
Lanto, Beloved El Morya, Beloved Saint Germain 
and all connected with the Focus of Light over 
Washington, D.C. and that of Divine 
Government. .... the Ascended Beings from every 
Retreat helping the Earth at this time .... 

We invoke your full gathered Cosmic Mo
mentum of Love, Wisdom and Power ... Your Pres
ence in action, to fulfill this call with every breath 
and heartbeat. .. . 

*"I AM" THE RESURRECTION AND THE LIFE 
of all the resources, wealth, and money of the 
world, within the governing power of all who are 
willing to do God's Will to help bring in Beloved 
Saint Germain's Golden Age; now made manifest 
and sustained by Grace. (*3X) 

The scales of Justice and Freedom shall now 
be balanced, in the Sacred Name of Beloved Saint 
Germain and Beloved Lady Portia. 

WE SO DECREE IT AND ACCEPT IT DONE! 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME "I AM". 
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SECTION9 

ILLUMINATION, YOUIH, 
SIXTH AND SEVENTI-1 ROOT RACES 

E1HERIC TEMPIES OF ILLUMINATION 

Section 9 

9-01 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM" and that of all mankind: 

Beloved God and Goddess Meru, Beloved World Teachers 
and all the Brothers and Sisters of the Golden Robe ... 

•while they sleep, take every child, youth and young adult 
on the Planet to the ... 

ETHERIC TEMPLES OF ILLUMINATION! 

where they can be taught the Laws of Harmony and Love and 
whatever is required for them to cooperate with each other; and 
with all Nations of the World, to bring a new generation of sustained 
FREEDOM and PEACE to our Earth! (•3X) 

WE DECREE IT! ... and ACCEPT IT DONE! 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME ... "I AM"! 

/ 
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9 - 0 2 
LAW OF RE-EMBODIMENT AND 

ILLUMINATION 

In the Name of the Presence of God "I AM" 
and the Creative Fire pulsating in every human 
heart, we call: 

To Beloved Lord Maitreya, Kuthumi, Lanto, 
Dwjal Khul, Hilarion, and All Great Beings of 
Illumination and TRUTH!. .... 

Through all channels of information, in-
cluding religions and education, bring quickly to 
the consciousness of the mankind of Earth, the 
TRUTH of the LAW OF RE-EMBODIMENT, to estab
lish in their minds and hearts the conviction of 
each individual's responsibility for the present 
conditions; and that through this Transformation 
- the renewing of their minds and hearts, they 
may ACCEPT the Direction of their Holy Christ 
Selves and ALLEVIATE KARMA through the 
Sacred Fire. 

WE SO DECREE IT!.. ... 
AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME "I AM"! 

9-03 
PURIFYING THE LOWER VEHICLES OF ALL 

THE YOUTH 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM" and Beloved 
CLAIRE and ASTREA, the ELOHIM OF PURITY! 

WE DECREE: 

*POWERS OF LIGHT! POWERS OF LIGHT! 
POWERS OF LIGHT! COME FORTH NOW! 
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And CHARGE! CHARGE! CHARGE! 

Your Cosmic Flame of PURITY into every part of 
the emotional and mental worlds, etheric and 
physical vehicles of all the Young People on the 
Planet! 

PURIFY! PURIFY! PURIFY! (3X) 

their en tire beings, worlds and affairs and KEEP 
THEM SEALED in Your OVAL of PURITY for nine 
feet in every direction and hold it forever 
SUSTAINED until they recognize the Beings of 
Light they truly are (*3X) 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME .......... . "I AM"! 

9 - 0 4 
DIVINE ILLUMINATION 

In the Full Power and Authority of the 
Beloved Presence of God"I AM"!. .... 

We call for the DIVINE ILLUMINATION of 
all those Leaders receiving SEVENTH RAY 
TEACHINGS at Inner Levels, and insist that they 
be brought into con tact with those individuals 
who are already aware, in their outer conscious
ness, of the ACTIVITIES of the SACRED FIRE .... so 
that this purifying, transmuting process may 
QUICKLY be presented to the many! 

We ACCEPT this Call FULFILLED ..... 

AS HIS HOLY NAME .............. "I AM"! 
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9-05 
INVOKING TiiE SILENT WATCHERS OF AU vourn 

In the Name of the Almighty Presence of God "I AM" and 
the Creative Fire pulsating in every human heart: 

We, the chelas of The Great White Brotherhood, Ascended 
Masters and Cosmic Beings, and all Who vowed Assistance to our 
beloved, blessed youth and the younger Generation everywhere 
on the Planet Earth: 

INVOKE Their Silent Watchers, Guardians and Sponsors to 
RELEASE! RELEASE! RELEASE! an INTENSIFIED OUTPOUR
ING of DIRECTED LIGHT RAYS of GOD ILLUMINATION, 
DISCERNMENT and GRACE through the hearts of Their Christ
Selves into Their Consciousness, feelings and vehicles! 

EXPAND! these Currents of LIGHT, FREEDOM and 
PURITY to flow quickly through their inner bodies and radiate 
outward through their personal selves, the unfailing directions of 
their Higher Nature, Balance and Love! 

WE SO DECREE IT! 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME ... "I AM"! 
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MANIFESTING PERFECTION IN AU vourn 

In the Name of the Presence of God which "I AM", by the 
Magnetic Power of the Sacred Fire vested in us: 

We CALL to You, Beloved Ascended Masters and Cosmic 
Beings, especially the World Teachers and the Seven Chohans: 

BU\ZE! BU\ZE! BU\ZE! 

THE LIGHT OF GOD THAT NEVER FAILS TO MANIFEST 
PERFECTION around every young person on the Planet! CUT 
THEM FREE! (3X) from the Pressure of their own human creation 
and from mass hypnosis! 

•"I AM" the Ascended Masters' Law of Forgiveness and the 
Transmuting Flame through all human creation, its cause and 
core, around every young person on the Planet! (• 3X) 

Send an Angel to CHARGE into each one -- PURITY, 
BALANCE, ILLUMINATION, TOLERANCE, DISCRIMINATION 
and whatever is required to awaken them to the UGI-ff and lRlJIH! 
Give special Protection to each one who comes to Earth with a 
SPECIAL MISSION to help raise all into FREEDOM! ... 

In the Name of the Ascending Christ in the hearts of all 
mankind, I claim every ~ung person on the Planet into the VICTORY 
in THE LIGHf! . .. RIGHf NOW! 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME ... "I AM"! 
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9-07 
RESTORATION OF IllE lANDED SURFACE 

FOR IllE HOME OF IllE SEVENill ROOT RACE 

In the Name, Power and Authority of the Almighty Presence 
of God "I AM" and the Creative Fire pulsating in every human 
heart and the FULL POWER of the Sacred Fire vested in us: 

We call to our Beloved Archangel Michael, Beloved Lady 
Master Astrea, and Your Angels of the Cosmic Circle and Sword of 
Blue Flame and the Legions of the Cosmic Blue Lightning from 
the Great Central Sun! 

Beloved Archangel Zadkiel, Lady Holy Amethyst and Your 
Legions of the Order of Zadkiel! 

Beloved Elohim of Creation, Great Builders of all constructive 
form, Mighty Devas and Devic Evolutions: 

We, the chelas of our Beloved Saint Germain and by the 
authority of the Seventh Root Race Manu, Lord Saithrhu, Lady 
Mercedes and the Guardians of the incoming race, INVOKE Your 
Mighty Help and Assistance and Presence: 

COME FORTii NOW! CRFATE! MANIFEST! EXPAND! 
SUSTAIN! and FULFILL! through us today ... the Grant of the 
Cosmic Law to make South America a beautiful habitation and 
home for the first Sub-Race Children of Lord Saithrhu's Seventh 
Root Race! 

We, as ONE, grateful for opportunity, offer ourselves as a 
Grail, a SACRED CUP, through which to pour Your Almighty 
Energies and Love to speedily .. . 

PURIFY! PURIFY! PURIFY! 
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9-07 CONTINUED 

and raise the vibratory action of the South Ameri
can continent, especially the Great Triangle of the 
Amazon Basin and all areas designated by Beloved 
Lord Saithrhu! 

"I AM" THAT "I AM" WITHIN THIS CALL -
SUPPLYING, SUSTAINING AND FULFILLING IT! 

AS GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME ..... "I AM"! 

9-08 

ILLUMINATION FROM MOUNT MERU 

In the Name of Beloved Saint Germain's 
Golden Age of Spiritual Freedo~ and.the unfolding 
Christ Selves of all mankind, we call to you, Be
loved God and Goddess Meru and the Brotherhood 
of the Meru Gods: 

We ask for the actual living substance of the 
fiery Illumination Flame from Mount Meru, the 
major focus of Illumination and Wisdom of the 
New Age ..... to blaze through our inner worlds until 
we manifest this Gift of the feminine nature of "Il
lumination through Love". 

Help us to live this experience until we are 
examples of It for all mankind. 

This is our reason for being, for having em
bodiment at this time, and we are so grateful for 
Your loving assistance to us. 

So be it, Beloved "I AM". 
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9-09 
PROTECTION FOR TI-IE SIXIH AND SEVENTI-1 

ROOT RACE CHILDREN 

In the Name of the Victorious Pr.esence of God "I AM", 
which "I AM", and through the Magnetic Power vested in us, we 
call to all the Powers of Protection on God's magnificent First Ray 
and that of our great Manus, God and Goddess Meru, Lord Saithrhu 
and Lady Mercedes: 

COME FORTH NOW! 

and charge, charge, charge Your infinite protecting Love around 
the beautiful, illumined Sixth and Seventh Root Race Children 
who have come into embodiment and all who are coming into 
embodiment and all their parents. Help these parents to consciously 
know THAT THEY HAVE SOMEONE SPECIAL "in their midst." 

Protect also their spiritual guardians, all highly evolved 
lifestreams and every person, place, condition and thing involved, 
individually and collectively, and help all to hold uninterrupted 
harmony, joy and happiness in their worlds and give power only to 
the perfection of these unfolding Children of Light. 

We so decree it, as God's Most Holy Name, "I AM". 
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9-10 

ONE WITH THE DIVINE MIND 

DIRECTOR: 
Visualize the Heart and Mind of God as a Blazing 

Sun, with a Light Ray directed out from Its center into 
the heart of every member of the human race. Feel that 
universal Light as the Life and intelligence of every 
man woman and child. Remain still until that conscious
ness of Universal Brotherhood permeates your feelings. 
Then visualize that Light rise from the heart into the 
head, making the entire head area a miniature sun. See 
every man with an expanding aureole of Light around 
the head area, a rapidly moving succession of electrons 
connecting the human mind with the Divine. Looking 
again into the mind of God, see the Impulses of Divine 
Directives arise within that mind and travel along the 
Rays into the intellectual consciousness of man, restor
ing each according to his specific 
requirements ........................... ..................................... PAUSE! 

CHELAS: (together) 
"I AM" consciously and constantly connected with 

the Universal Mind of God and "I AM" about my 
Father's business. 

"I AM" creating through my God intelligence, 
perfect conditions of peace, harmony and supply in my 
world and environment. 

"I AM" receiving the pure Light of God, which is 
also now expanding within the mind and brain 
consciousness of all mankind, Healing, Purifying and 
Illumining all our faculties, senses and organs. 
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9-10 continued 
"I AM" conscious only of God's Will, 

manifesting through the intelligent and 
conscious co-operation of all individuals in 
positions of trust and authority. They are all 
now working together in harmony to produce 
world peace and world progress . 

By the Power of the Divine Mind of God 
SO BE IT, BELOVED "I AM"! . 

9 - 1 l 
FAMILY LIFE 

In the Name of the Supreme God Parents, 
Whose desire is to outpicture the True Family of 
Man in the New Age of Spiritual Freedom, we 
invoke the Ascended Ladies of Heaven and the 
Forcefield of the Eternal Mother, to CHARGE (3X) 
us and all mankind with the understanding of 
True Family Life. 

Beloved Lady Mercedes, we especially call 
to you to help us to see "Family" as the Holy Grail 
into which Sacred God Powers can be focused. 
Through us, pour Your Loving Momentum that 
shall heal the wounds formed within family life 
on this planet. As karma returns to each of the 
members of families, we ask Your Light Rays of 
Violet Fire to transmute that energy before it acts 
destructively upon the family. Rather, may the 
Gift within the Violet Fire and the understand
ing of karmic energy enrich and strengthen 
each member, allowing the children of such 
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9· 11 continued 

families to grow into fuller understanding of Sacred Fire 
and God Illumination. From these families they shall go 
forward and do great things that shall free this planet. 

We now Charge (3X) the Violet Fire into our home 
and every home; our family and every family, our loved 
ones and all loved ones; our Sanctuary family and every 
Sanctuary. church or temple; our city family and all cities; 
our national family and every nation; and through the 
Family of Man and the entire planet. Seal (3X) us all in the 
Loving Compassionate Freedom of the Violet Fire. 

We do now invoke Beloved Micah to SEAL (3X) our 
every effort with the cohesive Power of Protection and 
Unity so that each one in each family feels the loving sup
port of that family, a safe place to learn the karmic lessons 
of life and in which each can develop their full God Poten
tial in service to this planet. Knowing it is accomplished 
even as we call, we accept it done. SO BE IT! Beloved 
"I AM". 
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9 - 1 2 
DECREE FOR ECONOMIC BALANCE 

In the Name of the Almighty Presence of God 
"I AM" in each of us and the Holy Christ Selves of 
us and all mankind, we summon all Great Beings, 
Powers and Legions of Light concerned with the 
economic stability of the Nations of the planet 
Earth . .............. ......... ............. COME FORTH NOW! 

Beloved Lord Michael and Lady Astrea, 
PURIFY (3X) all financial institutions, all financial 
complexes, all activities concerned with the eco
nomic structure of the World. Remove the cause, 
core, effect, record and memory back into the very 
beginning of time of all misuse of money or energy 
patterns of exchange. 

*Beloved Saint Germain and Beloved Lord 
Zadkiel, penetrate and saturate these financial 
structures with the Most Powerful Activity of the 
VIOLET FIRE ever known! (*3X) 

Beloved God-Mother, Lady Vesta, place all 
control of finances and economic systems in the 
hands of those who seve the Light and dissolve all 
else by the SACRED FIRE here and no w and forever 
sustained. 

"I AM" the wise investment of energy and 
substance by all servers of Light who receive 
these benefits for the blessing of all mankind. 

Beloved Angel of Restoration, restore to us 
now the Divine Plan for Harmonious Balance in the 
distribution of the Earth's abundance, and the 
limitless supply of the Universe. 

We gratefully Accept This Done in DIVINE 
ORDER and in Accordance with GOD'S HOLY WILL, 
"I AM"! 
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SECTION 10 
TRANSITIONS (Birth and Death) 

~ 

Section 10 

10-01 
INVOCATION FOR INCOMING CHILDREN AND YOUTH 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence of 
God "I AM"! ... 

BELOVED MOTHER MARY . . . and Beloved Angels of 
Mercy and Compassion, establish a Spiritual Canopy of Light and 
Love around the homes and families in which incoming children 
are to embody. 

CLEANSE and PURIFY the parents, guardians and teachers 
of these incoming children, as well as the Youth already in embodi
ment. AWAKEN these individuals to the Divine memory of being 
selected as guardians and protectors of these incarnating souls. 

CREA TE and SUSTAIN a pure, harmonious and spiritually 
opulent atmosphere around them during their formative years! 

We thank Thee for the instantaneous fulfillment of this and 
our every call to the Light! 

AS HIS HOLY NAME ... "I AM"! 
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10-02 
TI-IE GATES OF BIRTii 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence of 
God "I AM" ... we call to Beloved Archangel Gabriel, Beloved 
Mother Mary, and the Lord Manu of each Root Race to: 

BLAZE, BLAZE, BLAZE the Resurrection Flame in, through 
and around all awaiting embodiment, to bring the Glory of their 
own Holy Christ Selves into embodiment in full manifestation. 

(3X) 

So be it, as God's Most Holy Name ... "I AM". 

10-03 
TI-IE JOY OF DMNE PASSAGE 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM" in us, Beloved Ascended 
Masters Saint Germain and Serapis Bey, and all Divine Beings who 
serve in the Fourth and Seventh Rays; COME FORTH NOW and 

BLAZE, BLAZE, BLAZE 

Your Cosmic Flames and Rays into the cause and core of all fear 
and grief connected with so-called death; 

TRANSMUTE, TRANSMUTE, TRANSMUTE 

it all and replace it with the full power of the Ascension Flame and 
Its gift of eternal Joy in Everlasting Light. 

So be it, Beloved "I AM". 
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10-04 
MANKIND, IEAVING TI-IE EARTI-1 TODAY 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM" in the hearts of all mankind! 
Beloved LORD MICHAEL, the Archangel of Deliverance, and 
Your Angelic Host! 

In the Name of the mankind of Earth . .. particularly those 
who shall be called forth from their mortal forms this day - - we 
make this CALL! . . . 

Let the Angels of PEACE stand by the physical body of 
each soul and hold the atmosphere and feelings where such release 
is taking place at Perfect Peace! Let an Aura of Sanctity abide at 
the hour of Transition, that the soul may be easily CUT FREE from 
its earthly tabernacle, and no grief, nor fear, nor sorrow distress it at 
the Threshold of New FREEDOM! 

Let the Angels of Deliverance meet each soul! Let not a 
Lifestream belonging to our EVOLUTION pass through the Veil of 
so-called death "Unattended"! Let each one be taken QUICKLY 
to the Temples of Mercy and Forgiveness and be bathed in the 
Purifying Fires of Saint Germain's Violet Flame! Let them be 
prepared to enter the Halls of the Lord of Karma in DIGNITY and 
in conscious awareness. May each one be assigned to a Schoolroom 
of the Ascended Masters and joyously and happily enter into the 
study of the l.AW of their own Life! 

We call to the Lords of Mercy and Love to enfold all those 
whose loved ones are about to leave or have just left this Earth .. . 
to melt away all grief and sorrow and to fill -each heart and home 
with happiness and gratitude for the opportunity afforded their 
loved one to know TRUE FREEDOM and PROGRESS upon Life's 
Path! 

SOBE IT! 
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10-05 
Book of Ceremony 

ASSURING All DEPARTED SOULS 
PASSAGE INTO ll-IE LIGHT 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence of 
God "I AM", Beloved Archangel Michael and Your Ascended Legions 
of Light: 

Come forth now, on behalf of the souls of all those not fully 
free, who have passed through the change into the ihner realms 
and: 
CUT THEM FREE! CUT THEM FREE! CUT THEM FREE! (3X) 

Purify their souls. (3X) 

And deliver them ... into the Ascended Master Temples of 
Light. 

I expect and accept this manifest right now, with full power, 
eternally sustained, all powerfully active, until every child of God 
has returned into the Light. 

We so decree it, as God's Most Holy Name .. . "I AM". 

10-06 
LIBERATION AND ll-IE IAW OF DETACHMENT 

In the Name of the Presence of God anchored in us and all 
our brothers and sisters who have left their physical bodies and 
passed through the change called death; in the name of our own 
Arisen Christ and the Cosmic Christ of this planet! ... 
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We invoke the Angels of Liberation to meet these dear 
souls and flood them with the Liberating Light of Immortality. 
Assist them through transmutation in detaching from all persons, 
places, conditions and things of the physical plane . . . and to go 
forward in their spiritual progress into the higher etheric realms, 
under Your loving protection. 

Assist us also in detaching from specific people and things, 
likes and dislikes, until this ever changing world has no effect on 
our perfect equilibrium, and we remain centered in the true Liberation 
of Christ Consciousness, while in embodiment. 

In the Name of the Law of Divine Detachment and Perfect 
Liberation for all mankind, Angels and Elementals, we accept this 
done! 

So be it, Beloved "I AM". 
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SECTION 11 

PERSONAL APPLICATION 

"®~ 

Section 11 

11-01 
PERSONAL PURIFICATION AND PREPARATION 

Oh, thou Glorious Presence of God "I AM", and Beloved 
Ascended Master ---- -(name)- ----; flash forth Thy mighty Light Rays 
now .. . and: 

T ransforrn this human consciousness by God's mighty Sacred 
Fire (3X) 

Transform this human aura by God's mighty Sacred Fire 
(3X) 

Transform this personality by God's mighty Sacred Fire 
(3X) 

( ... pause). 

And with this transformation, I quietly affirm within my Soul: 

"I AM" in the world but not of it (3X) 

"I AM" in the world yet "I AM" the essence of God Reality 
(3X) 

"I AM" an embodied Being of Light and "I AM" free. 

So be it, Beloved "I AM". 
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11 - 0 2 
ASCENDED MASTERS' CONSCIOUSNESS 

(This affirmation is to be used to attune to the Ascended 
Master Consciousness of one or more of the following As 
cended Beings and Their consciousness of God qualities 
and Mastery; or that of any other Ascended or Cosmic 
Being. The student can choose the Being(s) to be attuned 
to on a day-to -day or week-to -week basis, according to 
the needs of their spiritual growth, and with the guid
ance of their own Christ Self.) 

In the Name and Authority of the Presence 
of God which "I AM", great Host of Ascended and 
Cosmic Beings, Powers and Forces of Life and 
Light, fill my being and world with the following 
qualities and activities. Help me feel and know 
with Ascended Master assurance and confidence 
that ..... 

"I AM" Beloved El Mory a' s Ascended 
Master Consciousness of illumined obedience 
to the Will of God and spiritual humility before 
the Love of God (3X). 

"I AM" Beloved Lord Lanto's Ascended 
Master Consciousness of Reverence for all life 
and the Love that helps set it free (3X) . 

"I AM" Beloved Lady Nada's Ascended 
Master Consciousness of pure, Divine Love and 
the balance contained within it - so that I 
may become the Christ in action at all times (3X). 

"I AM" Beloved Serapis Bey's Ascen
ded Master Consciousness and the feeling of 
the Ascension Flame raising everything in 
my world into happiness, opulence and perfec 
tion, until I have attained the full victory of my 
Ascension. (3X) 
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"I AM" Beloved Hilarion' s Ascended 
Master Consciousness of Love and Understanding 
of the exactness of Cosmic Law and the feeling 
of Consecrated Service to God within that law 
(3X). 

"I AM" John the Beloved 's Ascended 
Master Consciousness and feeling of Divine Love, 
Peace, and outer service that blesses and sets 
life free. (3X) 

"I AM" Beloved Saint Germain's Ascended 
Master Consciousness of the Violet Transmuting 
Flame, ordered service, purity and freedom 
for all mankind on the planet Earth.(3X) 

"I AM" the Maha Chohan' s Ascended 
Master Consciousness of limitless energy, 
nature's perfection and abundance, and the great 
creative power that always produces perfection 
instantly. (3X) 

"I AM" Beloved Kwan Yin 's Ascended Master 
Consciousness and feeling of Divine Compassion, 
Mercy, Forgiveness and Healing manifesting in 
my heart, mind, feelings and soul. (3X) 

"I AM"' Beloved Lady Portia's Ascended 
Master Consciousness, feeling and visible, tangible 
manifestation of Divine Justice in all my affairs 
and that of all chelas of the Light. (3X) 

"I AM" Beloved Kuthumi' s Ascended Master 
Consciousness and feeling of the Great Silence 
forever. (3X) 

I have called it forth and so it shall be, 
as GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME "I AM"! 
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11 - 03 

BECOMING THE VIBRATION OF THE CHRIST 
FLAME 

In the Name of the individualized Presence 
of God which "I AM", and in Whose embrace I sur
render my spiritual evolution, I affirm and know 
within my being: 

"I AM" the love vibration of my Christ Flame 
(3X), in action. 
"I AM" the wisdom vibration of my Christ 
Flame (3X), in action. 
"I AM" the power vibration of my Christ 
Flame (3X), in action .. . .. three in One. 

This is what "I AM" ..... manifesting through all that 
I do, think, say and feel. (Pause) ..... 

"I AM" the love vibration of Shamballa (3X), 
in action. 
"I AM" the wisdom vibration of Shamballa 
(3X), in action. 
"I AM" the power vibration of Shamballa 
(3X), in action .... three in One. 

This is my vibration and my radiation, as I keep 
all else in my world silent. (Pause) ..... 

"I AM" the love vibration of my God Parents 
(3X), in action. 
"I AM" the wisdom vibration of my God 
Parents (3X), in action. 
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"I AM" the power vibration of my God Par
ents (3X), in action ..... three in One. 

This is what "I AM" ....... my Divine Heritage ....... God 
consciousness expanding itself on Earth and "I 
AM" that "I AM". 

SO BE IT, BELOVED "I AM"! 
11-04 

A~ INSTRUMENT OF THE MASTER 

( Choose one or several of the following affirmations to 
work on each day, in both contemplation and in action.) 

Beloved Maitreya, make me an instument of Thy 
Love ...... ..... .... (3X). 

Beloved Kuthumi, make me an instrument of Thy 
Peace ............... (3X). 

Beloved El Morya, make me an instrument of Thy 
Will .......... ..... (3X) 

Beloved Saint Germain, make me an instrument of 
Thy Spiritual Freedom ............... (3X). 

Beloved Micah, make me an instrument of Thy 
Oneness of Consciousness ............... (3X). 

Beloved Serapis Bey, make me an instrument of 
Thy Ascending Joy ....... ... ..... (3X). 

Beloved Lanto, make me an instrument of Thy 
Wisdom ............... (3X). 

SO BE IT, BELOVED "I AM''! 
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11-05 
A PERSONAL CALL FOR THE HEALING RAY 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM" in me, I call 
to You, Beloved God Asclepius, Beloved Hilarion, 
Beloved Mother Mary and Archangel Raphael to: 

BLAZE, BLAZE, BLAZE the green Flame of 
Truth and Healing in, through and around the 
four lower vehicles of -(name)-, and hold these 
flames sustained until his/her mind, memories, 
feelings and physical form are cleansed of all 
human creation now and forever! 

I so decree it; and as I call for this Flame 
as a developing priest (or priestess) of the Healing 
Ray, I dedicate it to Beloved Asclepius, Hilarion, 
Mother Mary and Archangel Raphael, and I ask 
that you assist me in holding the full pressure 
and power of this momentum of healing sustained, 
until -(name}-· is free from all imperfection, its 
cause and its core. 

I also call forth the Crystal Flame of Purity 
and Healing, and I dedicate this flame to Beloved 
Elohim Vista and Beloved Lady Crystal. I ask that 
You hold the full pressure and power of the mo
mentum of healing sustained, until -(name)- is 
free from all imperfection, its cause and its core. 

I so decree it, and I know that as I call , my 
petition is being fulfilled, according to Divine Will. 

As God's Most Holy Name ..... "! AM". 
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11-06 
RESTORATION OF MY LIFE 

My Dearly Beloved, My Divine Essence ... I love and adore 
you. Shine through my every effort at becoming ONE WITH 
THEE. Oh, Flaming Presence of Light, let the gift of Divine Love 
which is Yours alone to give, flow through me to set life free. I ask 
that I might be Love's open door. 

And as I accelerate my journey toward eternal Oneness 
with You, I consciously draw back to myself all my own energies 
that I am so desirous of loving free. Help me, oh Flame in my 
Heart, to love myself free ... all returning energy ... as I am about 
my Father's business of loving all life free. 

ences; 
In Thy Name, I now accept that in all my day-to-day experi-

"I AM" reclaiming all my energies back into the Heart of 
Love. (3X) 

"I AM" the Violet Fire in action, loving me free. (3X) 

"I AM" grateful to the Sacred Violet Fire, the most powerful 
aspect of Love that instantly transmutes all outstanding energy 
back into perfection. 

"I AM" again made Whole with Thee, 
As God's Most Holy Name ..... "I AM" 
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11 - 0 7 
CLAIMING OUR FULL MOMENTUM OF 

LIGHT 

In the Name and by the Power of the full 
God Reality which "I AM", I invoke and claim my 
full momentum of God Light now! As I stand forth 
purified and transmuted by the Violet Fire, I 
know: 

"I AM" that " I AM" 

..... And my aura radiates the pure essence of 
my causal body ............... (3X) 

"I AM" a radiating sun of my own God Perfec-
tion ............... (3X) 

..... Fully accepted now as the reality of God which 
"I AM". 

So be it, Beloved "I AM". 

11-08 
LIGHT BEARER 

"I AM" a constant expression of the Will of God in 
action ................. (3X) 

I speak only when the Presence of God has some-
thing to say through me ......... ......... (3X) 

"I AM" a Light Bearer, "I AM" the Light of the 
World ................ (3X) 

I have spoken, as God's Most Holy Name. "I AM". 
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11-09 
A PREPARED VEHICLE 

In the Name of the Cosmic Law of Love and Forgiveness, 
which I now Invoke: 

"I AM" transmuting my human consciousness by Violet 
Fire. (3X) 

Oh Sacred Fire, blazing as a radiant, spiraling Light within my 
heart: 

Charge my physical vehicle into a higher physical conscious
ness. (3X) 

Charge my etheric vehicle into a higher etheric consciousness. 
(3X) 

Charge my mental vehicle into a higher mental consciousness. 
(3X) 

Charge my emotional vehicle into a higher emotional con
sciousness. (3X) 

. . . And grateful for this Sacred Fire, "I AM" now sublimated, 
refined, accelerated and transformed by the currents of Sacred Fire 
and a prepared vehicle for the expression of the Christ on this 
Planet. 

So be it, Beloved "I AM". 
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11-10 
DECREE FOR PERFECT BAIANCE 

In the Name and Authority of my own Beloved "I AM" 
Presence, I call to You, Beloved Lord Gautama, Lord of the World, 
and Beloved Ascended Master Saint Germain, to charge my world 
with Your Feeling of Perfect Balance in all my activities. 

THROUGH THE FEELING OF PERFECT BALANCE, help 
me to always take the MIDDLE WAY. Fill my world with peace, 
harmony, joy of service and thus enable me to benefit by the 
natural acceleration of all life around me. Assist me in maintaining 
a conscious, watchful control over my energies so that I might 
better enjoy in practical daily living, greater emotional stability, 
mental alertness, etheric clarity and physical strength. From this 
day foward help me always to hold the feelings of balance, poise, 
dignity and general self control which are the God qualities and 
real nature of the Seventh Ray. 

What I call for myself, I call forth for all chelas, and all 
brothers and sisters In the Family of Man. 

As God's Sacred Name, "I AM". 

11-11 
FIWNG MY WORID WI1H LOVE 

In the Name of the Presence of God which "I AM", and by 
the magnetic Power of the Sacred Fire vested in me, I call to you, 
Beloved Lady Rowena, Beloved Lord Chamuel and Lady Charity, 
Beloved Lady Nada, Beloved Orion and Angelica ... 

anthea
Sticky Note
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to fill this holy sanctuary with Divine Love, and send forth Your 
Angels of the Pink Ray to charge, charge, charge every atom of this 
building with the Pink Flame of Divine Love. Charge also my 
home and family, my automobile, my four lower vehicles, and 
everything that I am connected with in any way, with the substance 
of the PINK FU\ME OF LOVE. Help me to sustain this tremendous 
activity with ever-expanding radiance and momentum, with Your 
Cosmic Assistance. Help me to draw forth and expand the PINK 
FU\ME OF LOVE from within the heart of my own Three-fold 
Flame, as a blessing to all life as I pass by. 

I accept this call fulfilled as God's Most Holy Name ... 
"I AM". 

11-12 
GMNG YOUR GOD PRESENCE DOMINION 

Mighty "I AM" Presence, take command of this outer self this day. 

Take command of my every thought, feeling, spoken word, action 
and reaction. 

Produce Your perfection, hold Your dominion. 

Put and keep me always in my right and perfect place. 

Show me the perfect thing to do and through me, do it perfectly. 

So be it, Beloved "I AM". 
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11-13 
TI-IE LORD'S PRAYER 

Our Father, Which art in Heaven, Hallowed be Thy Name. 
Thy Kingdom come. Thy Will be done on Earth -- as it is in 
Heaven. Give us this day our daily bread. And forgive us our 
trespasses, as we forgive those who trespass against us. Thou 
leadest not into temptation, but deliverest from evil. For Thine is 
The Kingdom and the Power and the Glory, for ever and for ever! 
Amen and Amen. 

11-14 
A PERSONAL PRAYER TO 

'IHE UNIVERSAL PRESENCE 

OUR FATHER-MOTI-IER GOD ..... WHO ART IN THE 
HEAVEN OF THE Ch;ilice of My Heart . .. . . HALLOWED BE 
THY SACRED NAME ... "I AM" ... Hallowed be Thy Sacred 
Flame ..... of Eternal Ufe. 

THY KINGDOM COME ..... now ..... through Thy Son 
resurrected in my Heart, in my Being, through my Soul ... THY 
WILL BE DONE ..... ON EARTH ..... through the Risen Christ-
in the Family of Man ..... AS IT IS IN HEAVEN through Your 
Family of Angels, Devas and Ascended Ones. 

GNE US THIS DAY -- OUR DAILY BREAD ..... the 
eternal stream of electronic Ught Substance ..... that sustains our 
very Being and from which all perfection is ours to create. 

FORGNE US OUR TRESPASSES -- of Your One Great 
Law of Eternal Love ..... the Harmonious Qualification of Your 
daily Bread of Life ..... AS WE FORGIVE THOSE ..... who 
trespass against Our Harmony. 
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AND LEAD US . .. .. into Your Realms of Perfect "Cause" . 
. . . . . BUT DELIVER US .... . from the Illusion ... of "effects" -- of 
the human consciousness. 

FOR THINE IS THE KINGDOM ..... the Oneness of all 
Life as Light, 

AND THE POWER ..... which is to Resurrect all back unto 
Thee, 

AND THE GLORY ..... of Thine Own ever Expanding 
Perfection. 

FOREVER AND FOREVER ..... in the Eternal Moment of 
Now ..... 

AMEN AND AMEN -- as Thy Name "I AM". 
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11-15 
LETTING GO INTO THE VIOLET FIRE 

"I AM" now enveloped in an invincible forcefield of 
protection. From this focus "I AM" able to review my life 
as an objective observer. I ask my Higher Self to push to 
the surface of my conscious mind every single experience. 
both known and unknown. that is in any way preventing 
me from attaining my highest good. 

Blazing in, through and around my four lower 
bodies (physical. etheric, mental and emotional) is the full 
power of the Violet Transmuting Flame. This Light from 
the very Heart of God instantly transmutes these negative 
thoughts, words, actions, feelings and memories back in
to their original perfection. 

"I AM" at perfect Peace 
As this information surfaces I effortlessly let it go, 

without emotion. without pain and without fear ...... . 
into the Violet Fire. 

I simply experience this negative energy being 
transmuted back into Light and I Love it FREE! 

SO BE IT! Beloved "I AM" 
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